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ABSTRACT

Bone grafts are used in nearly one half of all musculoskeletal surgeries and represent an
enormous health care expenditure. Tissue-engineered bone graft substitutes have garnered
considerable attention to alleviate the risk of bone graft harvest and potential for disease
transmission. Xenografts sources are an attractive alternative because of their relatively unlimited
supply from a pool of healthy donors but have historically been limited by the alpha-Gal epitope
which may lead to immune system rejection of the graft. In the presented dissertation, we derive a
bone scaffold from the cancellous bone of porcine (pig) femurs using a novel decellularization
and chemical oxidation protocol. In the following chapters we discuss the development and
characterization of this bone scaffold. The presented results show the decellularization protocol is
able to efficiency remove porcine cellular material to yield a scaffold that is devoid of cellular
material and has similar biology and biomechanical properties to the starting cancellous bone. In
vitro studies show the scaffold is biocompatible and free of contaminating pathogens supporting
its consideration for further investigation. Molecular studies demonstrate that a substantial
proportion of the alpha-Gal epitope is removed from source bone with the decellularization
protocol. Lastly we show that the scaffold possesses some degree of osteoinductive potential that
may direct undifferentiated cells towards an osteoblastic lineage and promote bone regeneration.
A xenograft-derived bone scaffold has the potential to alleviate the patient morbidity imparted by
autograft bone harvest, eliminate the risk of disease transmission associated with allograft bone
transplantation, and satisfy the currently unsatisfied demand for bone graft products in the United
States.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO BONE BIOLOGY AND
BONE GRAFTING PRINCIPLES
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The clinical problem
In the United States, an estimated 5.2 million musculoskeletal surgeries are
performed every year,1 and nearly half of these procedures utilize bone grafts.2 Bone
grafts are the second most frequently transplanted tissue, with only blood transfusions
being more common.3 In 2005, the United States health care system spent over 1.2-2.5
billion dollars on bone graft products,4,5 which are frequently used in elective surgeries
such as spine and foot fusions, total joint arthroplasty and also in the treatment of
segmental bone defects. Segmental bone defects may result from high-energy trauma
with accompanying bone loss, tumor resection, fracture non-union, revision surgery, and
infection.2,6 These large areas of bone loss cause significant patient morbidity and are
among the most difficult orthopaedic problems to manage as the body is incapable of
regenerating such a large defect. Bone grafting is essential to successful management of
these orthopaedic problems, and as a result, the economic and clinical implications of this
technique are substantial.

Background and Introduction
Basic Bone Structure and Biology
Bone is a rigid connective tissue composed of a dense outer portion termed
cortical bone that surrounds an inner spongy bone tissue called cancellous bone which
resides in the medullary canal of long bones. Cortical bone accounts for 80% of skeletal
mass and contributes the stiff and rigid biomechanical properties of bone. Cancellous
bone is porous with elastic mechanical properties, filled with marrow and blood vessels,
and is characterized by a high turnover rate. The primary blood supply to the bone comes
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from a nutrient artery that that pierces the cortex, divides into medullary branches which
supply the cancellous bone of the medullary canal and then divide into arterioles. These
arterioles supply the haversian systems that perfuse the inner two thirds of the cortical
bone as well as the medullary canal. High intramedullary canal pressure makes the blood
flow to the bone periphery in a centrifugal pattern. A thick periosteum wraps the outer
cortical bone and contains periosteal arteries that supply the outer third of the cortical
bone. The periosteum has a fibrous outer layer rich in collagen and contains sensory
nerves which cause pain in fractures. The inner cellular layer of the periosteum is called
the cambium and contains cells critical for bone formation and repair.
Skeletal tissue evolves from the mesenchymal cell lineage.7 Mesenchymal stem
cells are multipotent stromal cells that may differentiate into several tissue types: bone
(osteoblastic lineage), cartilage (chondrogenic lineage), muscle (myogenic lineage), and
fat (adipocyte lineage). When mesenchymal stem cells are pushed towards an osteoblastic
lineage, the cells differentiate into osteoblasts. Osteoblasts are characterized by a
redundant endoplasmic reticulum capable of significant collagen production8 for
assembly of the organic bone matrix. As osteoblasts mature they express higher levels of
alkaline phosphatase to regulate extracellular matrix mineralization. Active osteoblasts
take on a round morphology and actively produce an extracellular matrix while inactive
osteoblasts take on a flat morphologic appearance. The extracellular matrix is a
composite of organic and inorganic components. Interplay between the organic and
inorganic components gives bone significant strength. The organic component is
composed of 90% type -1 collagen which provides the tensile strength of bone and
accounts for 30% of bone mass. This organic component is produced by osteoblasts, is
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not initially mineralized (termed “osteoid”) and provides resistance tensile strength but is
weak to bending and compressive forces. To resist these forces and effectively stiffen the
collagen, the osteoid matrix is mineralized with calcium pyrophosphate crystals hydroxyapatite [Ca10 (PO)4(OH)2] which resists compressive forces experienced by bone.
Hydroxyapatite is the main component of the inorganic portion of bone which accounts
for the remaining 60-70% of bone mass. The hydroxyapatite crystals measure 20-25 nm
in length, 15 nm in width and are 2-5 nm thick. The organic matrix mineralizes around
the osteoblasts over a 10 day period. Over time, some of the engulfed osteoblasts
differentiate into osteocytes that reside in individual lacunae. Osteocytes are smaller and
produce different proteins such as dentin and sclerostin and comprise 90% of all bone
cells.9 Osteocytes communicate with each other through a network of canaliculi to make
bone a dynamic organ which adapts to environmental stresses. Physical stresses on the
bone are transmitted to the osteocytes by interstitial fluid within the bone that physically
deforms the osteocytes. These mechanical stimuli are converted into chemical and
electrical signaling across the cell membrane which ultimately shifts osteocyte gene
expression, leading to changes in cell activity and eventual bone remodeling in response
to the mechanical stimuli.
Osteoclasts are the third main cell type found in bone and are derived from
hematopoietic stem cells, which are related to the monocyte lineage. Osteoclasts are large
multinucleated cells that are critical to bone resorption, fracture repair and mineral
homeostasis. Bone resorption is the dissolution of inorganic crystalline bone and
breakdown of the organic bone matrix.8 The balance between the anabolic osteoblast
function and catabolic osteoclast function is delicate, highly regulated and critical to bone
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health. Osteoclast hyper-activity causes excessive bone resorption and leads to
osteoporosis where bone is more porous and weak. Osteoclast hypo-activity leads to
osteopetrosis where bone becomes brittle. Bone resorption however is critical for bone
remodeling, fracture healing and calcium homeostasis. Bone is unique in that it is
composed largely of noncellular mineralized substrate but is still a living structure
capable of dynamic change in response to its local environment. Bone is constantly in a
process of remodeling which in turn maintains its health and strength.

Bone Growth and Healing
Bone growth occurs by two basic mechanisms: endochondral ossification, and
intramembranous ossification.8,10 Endochondral bone formation is the mechanism by
which long bones form in embryos from a cartilage model. Chondrocytes produce a
cartilage template which is absorbed by osteoclasts while osteoblasts lay down new bone
in the metaphyseal region of the bone. This is how comminuted (highly fragmented)
fractures heal where bone voids are relatively small. This process is called secondary
bone healing. A fracture callus forms by the process of endochondral bone formation, a
cartilage template is laid down and is subsequently replaced by bone. Secondary bone
healing occurs in less rigid modes of fracture fixation where the fracture is exposed to
strain. Examples of this include casting, external fixation, intramedullary nailing or
bridge plating across fractures. New bone can also be formed without a cartilage model
by intramembranous ossification. Undifferentiated cells migrate to a site and differentiate
into osteoblasts which deposit an extracellular matrix that mineralizes. This is how flat
bones of the appendicular skeleton form in embryos and how bone forms using
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techniques such as distraction osteogenesis. In fracture healing, this is termed “primary
bone healing.” Primary bone healing requires rigid internal fixation of the fracture with
orthopaedic hardware. No callus is formed and the cortical edges of the fracture directly
heal to each other. Human physiology can spontaneously heal smaller bone defects, but
larger bone defects present a substantial challenge that requires the body to regenerate
mineralized tissue that is capable of bearing physiologic loads.

Critical Bone Defects
Large osseous defects are frequently called “critical defects.” A critical defect is
defined as “the smallest osseous defect in a particular bone and species of animal that
will not heal spontaneously during the lifetime of the animal,” or a defect that shows less
than 10% of regeneration during the lifetime of a living organism.7,11-13 A “critical size”
defect is one with a length deficiency greater than two or three times its diameter. This
type of defect is difficult to define and has subjective meaning in various patient
populations.11 Within the practice of orthopaedics, critical defects are most commonly
encountered in the setting of high energy trauma, tumor resection, infection, and bone
nonunions. In high energy traumatic injuries, there is typically a soft tissue defect
accompanying the bone defect. The patient has also sustained injury to the surrounding
periosteum holding the bone’s vascular supply and cellular precursors in the cambium.
The fracture has disrupted the bone architecture and cellular networks critical for
nutrition and homeostasis.14 In these settings, large bone voids must be filled, especially
in weight-bearing portions of the skeleton. The body’s response is an attempt to fill these
defects with a soft tissue callus. Unfortunately, this may lead to formation of a
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pseudoarthrosis (joint formation) and spontaneous fractures that progress to nonunions.12
In these settings, bone augmentation is required for repair and healing. Critical size
defects can be filled with a variety of materials, spanning from human donor tissue to
bioengineered materials and synthetics.12

Solutions, Bone Graft Types and Bone Grafting Principles
Bone Graft Principles
The ideal bone graft is biocompatible, osteoconductive, osteoinductive,
osteogenic, and also readily available without risk of disease transmission.2 For the graft
to be biocompatible, it must integrate with surrounding tissue in the recipient’s body
without causing an inflammatory reaction or being rejected by the host immune system.
Osteoconduction15 refers to the graft’s ability to serve as a “scaffold” that facilitate
ingrowth of adjacent host bone, and this is dependent on the biomechanical support and
micro-architecture provided by the graft.16 For this purpose, the graft must be porous to
facilitate ingrowth of host capillaries, perivascular tissue, and osteoprogenitor cells. A
porous structure provides an interface capable of interdigitating adjacent tissue which
increases the mechanical stability of the graft-host interface.16 Ideally the graft would
resemble host bone porosity for this purpose. Some literature suggests an ideal pore size
of 300-500 μm.13 Osteoinduction refers to the recruitment of host precursor cells to the
graft site and their subsequent differentiation into bone forming cells.17 Osteoinductive
potential depends on the presence of growth factors from the transforming growth factorβ (TGF-β) family, which includes bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs), and factors from
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the insulin-like growth factor (IGF) family.6,17-19 Osteogenic properties rely on the
presence of living osteoprogenitor cells within the graft.

Bone Graft Incorporation
Packing a bone defect with graft augments the body’s regenerative capacity. After
a bone graft is implanted, it inevitably incites some degree of an inflammatory reaction
caused by the procedure, which releases cytokines and causes cells to migrate to the site.
As early as two days after implantation, vascular ingrowth into the porous graft bed
occurs along with differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells. New bone is laid down in a
loosely organized pattern and the avascular bone graft will be broken down by
osteoclasts. In the final stages of incorporation, the immature bone laid down is
remodeled into organized bone under the influence of the mechanical environment it is
exposed to.

Bone Graft Types
The most common types of bone grafts used in clinical practice are autografts and
allografts. Autografts are harvested from the patient’s own body while allografts are
taken from another human body. Autografts have served as the historical “gold standard”
and represent all the fundamental principles of bone grafting. Autografts are the safest
bone graft source because of its biologic compatibility with the patient. Autografts are
most commonly taken from the iliac crest of a patient’s pelvis where both cortical and
cancellous bone types reside. This graft’s porous structure mimics native bone in most
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areas of the body and is therefore osteoconductive. As a fresh graft, it contains living
osteogenic cells and has preserved biologically active osteoinductive growth factors.13
However, autografts present significant risks and morbidity to patients. The graft harvest
requires a separate surgical procedure with the potential for wound complications or
iatrogenic injury, such as fracture. Persistent pain at the donor site is a common patient
complaint one year after the procedure.11 Autograft supply is limited and as a patient ages
or their health is decompensated by systemic illness, not all bone graft is equal and
viable.
Allograft bone is a viable alternative to autograft and imparts no surgical harvest
morbidity to a patient. Allografting is the process by which bone is transferred between
two genetically dissimilar individuals of the same species.20 The allograft is harvested
from a donor, either living or deceased. Allograft tissue banking solutions grew rapidly in
the 1980’s with a number of tissue banks offering a variety of fresh frozen allografts for
clinical use.3 Some allograft tissue is harvested from living donors under sterile
conditions and can be used as a fresh frozen product. Other allografts are harvested from
cadavers under aseptic conditions and these grafts require sterilization processing before
clinical use. Allografts are osteoconductive but have very limited osteoinduction after
sterilization processes inactivate many surface proteins. Allografts have no osteogenic
potential after processing but do still impart risk of host rejection of donor tissue. The
immunogenicitiy of allografts limits their ability to integrate with host recipient tissue. As
a result, there is delayed vascularization and remodeling of allografts in comparison to
autografts. Fresh frozen allografts are more immunogenic than processed allografts and
incorporate even slower. Perhaps the most commonly used allograft is cancellous chips
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which are decellularized cancellous bone used primarily for their osteoconductive
structure and reduced immunogenicity after effective decellularization. Other allografts
less

commonly

used

include:

cortical

strut

grafts

harvested

from

fibulas,

corticocancellous wedges and osteochondral grafts for articular surfaces. Cortical struts
are incorporated by intramembranous bone formation while medullary and cancellous
portions are incorporated solely by endochondral ossification.21 Allograft use however, is
limited by the risk of contamination during processing and, although rare, the risk of
donor disease transmission such as hepatitis or human immuno deficiency virus. Since
1980 there have been two reported cases of HIV transmission through musculoskeletal
allografting.20 The pool of healthy allograft donors is limited and the cost of tissue
processing and banking is expensive.21
Xenografts are harvested from non-human species and are relatively uncommon
in orthopaedic bone graft markets. Bone xenografts have been harvested from bovine
(cow) and porcine (pig) sources. There are many advantages of xenografts including their
relatively unlimited supply from healthy donors at low cost.22 However, xenograft use is
limited by the risk of disease transmission and potential for severe host immune
reactions. No commercial xenograft bone product is in clinical orthopaedic use at this
time for the treatment of large osseous defects.

Bone Graft Substitutes: Scaffolds
A bone graft substitute is defined as “a synthetic, inorganic, or biologically
organic combination which can be inserted for the treatment of a bone defect instead of
autogenous or allogenous bone.”

3

A number of bone graft substitutes are available for
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clinical use, each with their own reported advantage but a unifying purpose of serving as
a “scaffold” to support bone regeneration.23,24 One of the most commonly used products
is demineralized bone matrix (DBM). DBM is a decellularized allograft bone that is
sterilized and treated with a hydrochloric acid solution to remove the inorganic mineral
phase. Theoretically, this preserves the organic matrix and the attached osteoinductive
growth factors, imparting osteoinductive potential to the substrate.25 This structure can be
morselized and combined with various carrier products to deliver the growth factors in a
more controlled fashion. Studies have shown, however, that the BMP content is highly
variable between lots of DBM which may limit clinical utility.17 This is likely secondary
to the diversity of donor, gender, health, bone source and tissue processing techniques.
DBM processing techniques are proprietary and are not uniform between vendors. Some
processing and sterilization techniques may inactivate source BMP and compromise the
product’s osteoinductive potential. This is difficult to reliably assess in standardized
clinical models.
Various synthetic bone graft substitutes have also been used as osteoconductive
scaffolds, attempting to mimic the cancellous bone architecture of biologic grafts.13
While a variety of these materials have been used, they can be broadly categorized as
calcium ceramics. Calcium sulfate is a salt that fills bone voids and is degraded in a
period of 3-4 months, imparting risk of subsidence and structural collapse. Currently, this
material is more commonly used for antibiotic delivery in the treatment of orthopaedic
infections, such as osteomyelitis. Calcium phosphates are processed into a variety of
forms with different crystallinity and rates of osteointegration. This type of ceramic
possesses no osteoinductive potential and is soley osteoconductive. Synthetic
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hydroxyapatite is another osteoconductive calcium phosphate analogous to coral and
mimics the natural inorganic bone matrix. These materials are brittle and integrate slowly
but some studies have proposed their crystalline structure imparts some degree of
osteoinductivity. Tricalcium phosphate is a resorbable ceramic with a cancellous
structure but is less brittle and has a faster resorption time than synthetic hydroxyapatite.
Calcium phosphates can also be delivered as cements that harden by an exothermic
reaction. This allows the material to mold into defects of any shape. The resorption rate
of calcium phosphate cements has not been characterized in human study21 but
integration and remodeling is typically very slow, causing potential long term
consequences that may ultimately require removal of the material if extruded into
symptomatic locations such as a joint space. Calcium phosphate composites have now
been designed for various applications, and osteoinductive growth factors have been
added to substrates to broaden their application. These synthetic products are readily
available to orthopaedic surgeons off the shelf in relatively unlimited quantities, but are
expensive and well-designed studies with long term outcome data is often not available.
Tissue-engineered bone graft substitutes have garnered considerable attention in recent
years as the bone graft market continues to grow.

Xenograft Science and Clinical Limitations
An alternative bone graft source is xenografts, which are derived from non-human
sources. The earliest documented reports of xenotransplantation come from as early as
the 17th century when animal blood was transfused into humans.26 The first use of bone
xenografts was reported in 1668 when bone from a dog’s skull was transplanted into a
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human patient in Russia.27 The use of bovine bone was reported in a 1957 study by Maatz
and Bauermeister.3 In 1964, a chimpanzee heart was transplanted into a patient
experiencing cardiogenic shock who ultimately died 90 minutes later.27 The first
xenograft heart valve was used in 1965.28 In 1984, a baboon heart was transplanted into a
12- day-old infant patient who survived only 20 days.29 The benefits of
xenotransplantation are the relatively unlimited quantities of tissue from healthy donors
available for harvest. This includes animals sacrificed for human consumption, such as
cows, pigs, chickens, etc. Xenotransplantation has been limited but a number of
impediments, both scientific and ethical. Zoonoses are diseases transmissible from
animals to humans and pose a very realistic threat to the health of graft recipients.
Clinically relevant zoonoses are poorly understood with limited xenograft transplantation
data available to guide clinical decision making. Animal tissue harvest has historically
been less regulated than the harvest of human tissues, which adds additional risk for
specimen contamination. However, transmission of viral diseases and bacterial pathogens
from xenografts can be minimized with appropriate screening and tissue processing. The
greatest barrier to clinical translation of xenografts has undoubtedly been the alpha-Gal
epitope. The alpha-Gal epitope is present on millions of glycolipids and glycoproteins on
the cell membranes of non-primate animals and new world monkeys. Humans and oldworld monkeys do not express the alpha-Gal epitope but do produce a natural antibody
against the epitope. This antibody represents approximately 1% of all circulating
antibodies in humans.30 The interaction between the natural anti-alpha-Gal antibody and
alpha-Gal epitopes in xenograft tissues leads to compliment activation, clotting and acute
rejection of tissues with vascular beds. This is why solid organs fail transplantation from
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most species into humans. Even without compliment activation, grafts are still rejected by
mechanisms of antibody dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity, which is a slower process
that can result in graft degradation and clinical failure.
To avoid alpha-Gal mediated responses, xenografts are decellularized to reduce
epitope levels and in some cases make a “scaffold” of the biologic tissue. This has
especially been true in attempts to translate bone xenograft to human applications by
reducing levels of alpha-Gal. Bovine bone has been commercially produced but very few
clinical series are published with long term clinical results. One series of 10 pediatric
patients underwent 13 corrective foot osteotomies using bovine tricortical iliac crest bone
graft (Cancello-Pure, Wright Medical).31 In this series, over 50% of these patients went
onto failure and required revision with human allograft. The grafts did not incorporate
and explanted histologic sections showed a giant cell foreign body reaction that the
authors had no specific explanation for. Another series of 22 patients receiving 31 of the
same type of bovine xenografts for various foot and ankle osteotomy procedures reported
similar outcomes with no grafts showing radiographic evidence of incorporation at 12
weeks post-op.32 A series of 19 elderly patients with tibial plateau fractures were treated
with bovine cancellous granules (Tutoplast, Tutogen Medical Inc) and reported 100%
osteointegration at an average of 20 weeks.33 The use of cancellous chips rather than a
tricortical bone wedge may partly explain the more favorable results reported in this
study, however a separate series of two patients who had clavicle pseudoarthroses treated
with the same bovine cancellous graft reported failure of the graft to integrate and
required revision surgery.34

An older series of 200 cervical interbody fusion cases

reported use of decellularized bovine bone dowels with no evidence of graft rejection or
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immunologic reaction.35 While several clinical series have reported use of porcine
xenograft bone products in the periodontal literature, no trials have been reported in the
orthopaedic literature. Periodontal studies have frequently reported porcine xenograft
bone to impair bony healing of alveolar ridge defects in the mandible.36 Clinical results
for the treatment of larger bone defects with porcine-derived products are not available in
the orthopaedic literature. Genomic structure of porcine species is more similar humans
than bovine species are and are worth exploring as a potential source of bone graft
substitues.

Porcine Xenograft Use in Orthopaedic Surgery
Commercially available porcine products for use in orthopaedic surgery have
been of the soft tissue variety for reconstruction of tendons and ligaments. Rotator cuff
repairs in the shoulder can be augmented with products such as the Restore Orthobiologic
Implant (DePuy-Synthes), which is a soft tissue scaffold derived from porcine small
intestine submucosa.22 Cuffpatch is a similar product derived from porcine collagen also
for rotator cuff repair augmentation. Results with these products have been mixed. A
series of ten patients with minimum 3 year followup showed integration of the dermal
porcine matrix into rotator cuff repairs with good clinical outcomes,37 but studies with the
submucosal grafts have shown poor results with graft failure in 10 of 11 patients in one
study38 and failure of the repair in 11 of 15 patients in another study that reported 3
patients having “sterile inflammatory reactions” to the graft with concurrent wound
breakdown.39 These studies recommended against use of this porcine product for rotator
cuff repair applications.
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Perhaps the most informative recent clinical application of porcine xenograft
tissue came from the Stone Clinic in San Francisco. In 2007, their group published 24month followup on a series of ten patients who underwent anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction with porcine bone-patellar tendon-bone (BTB) grafts.40 The xenografts
were digested with alpha-Galactosidase enzyme to remove the alpha-Gal epitope and
sterilized by E-beam radiation prior to implantation. At 24-months, 5 of the 10 patients
returned to full sports activity. Of the 5 failures, the authors attributed only 1 to a true
failure of the xenograft device which had tibial bone plug loosening and required
explantation. The other 4 were excluded for non-device related complications (two
traumatic re-ruptures, two technical errors in surgery). Loosening of the tibial bone plug
suggests failure to integrate, which is concerning for possible chronic rejection of the
graft material. Despite removing >99% of the alpha-Gal epitope from tendon substance
by enzymatic treatment, longitudinal serologies showed that all patients mounted 2-8 fold
increases of anti-alpha-Gal antibody titers 2 weeks post-operatively. The authors
proposed that higher alpha-Gal epitope concentrations may have been present in graft
bone plugs which contained marrow cells within their bone cavities that were
inaccessible to the enzymatic digestion. It is unknown if this contributed to tibial plug
loosening in their one reported failure. The Stone Group has not published additional
followup on these patients or any other clinical series with porcine xenografts at this
time.
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A Novel Decellularization Protocol for the Development of Tissue Scaffolds
A patented tissue decellularization and oxidation protocol that combines physical
and chemical processing techniques was previously developed in our laboratory in order
to engineer tissue “scaffolds” from native biologic tissues.41 Scaffolds are three
dimensional structures commonly used in tissue engineering applications to regenerate
living tissues. This can be accomplished by seeding the scaffolds with the appropriate cell
types or implanting them into live organisms to promote host tissue regeneration.
Scaffolds may be composed of synthetic materials, as discussed earlier, or may be
derived from natural tissues using decellularization techniques, as performed in our
laboratory. Scaffolds derived from natural tissues, such as allografts or xenografts, are
advantageous for tissue regeneration because they closely mimic native tissue structures
but are devoid of foreign cellular material to minimize a host inflammatory response that
could ultimately lead to adverse clinical outcomes or chronic rejection of the transplanted
tissue. We have previously used this tissue processing strategy to derive scaffolds from
avian flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) tendons,41 ovine menisci,42 human Achilles
tendon allografts,43 and most recently porcine patellar tendons.44 These studies showed
the processing technique was effective in creating decellularized tissues that were sterile
and devoid of donor material with minimal immunogenic potential in vitro and in vivo.
In the original study treating chicken FDP tendons,41 a 67% reduction in DNA
content from the donor xenograft tendon was achieved using the decellularization
protocol, and histologic sections showed clearance of nuclear material supporting the
protocol’s efficacy in clearing donor cells. The decellularized scaffold was
cytocompatible with cell monolayers in vitro and immunocompatible when transplanted
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into subcutaneous pockets of female mice. Histology micrographs of the transplanted
scaffolds showed host infiltration with fibroblast-like cells and no evidence of an
inflammatory reaction, supporting the decellularization protocol’s ability to clear
immunogenic donor cellular material. In a followup study treating ovine menisci,42 a 55%
reduction in DNA content from donor sheep menisci was achieved with the
decellularization protocol. Later study focused on decellularizing human Achilles tendon
allografts for potential use in ACL reconstruction.43 The decellularization protocol
removed 67% of donor DNA, and histology was consistent with this finding. In this
study, tendon scaffolds were implanted into New Zealand White rabbit knees to simulate
the physiologic environment intended for graft use. Scaffolds were not rejected by
recipients and they were infiltrated by a greater number of host cells in comparison to
transplanted allograft controls. In the most recent study of decellularized xenograft
patellar tendons,44 61% of porcine cellular material was removed after decellularization
based on DNA content reduction. Tendon scaffolds had 66% less alpha-Gal epitope
content compared to source tissue. With a significant reduction of the alpha-Gal epitope,
this study concluded that porcine xenograft tissue could represent a potential graft donor
source in musculoskeletal reconstruction and repair procedures. This decellularization
protocol has never been applied to bone tissue.

A Novel Porcine Xenograft-Derived Bone Scaffold for Use as a Bone Graft Substitute
Porcine species share similar anatomy, physiology and genetic makeup with
human species45,46 and historically have served as excellent xenograft donors to human
recipients, most notably in cardiac applications such as heart valve transplantation.26,28,29
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Despite these successes, clinical application of porcine bone grafts has not been described
in the orthopaedic literature. The presented doctoral thesis describes the development of a
novel xenograft-derived bone scaffold from the cancellous bone of porcine femurs using
a decellularization and chemical oxidation protocol previously patented in our laboratory.
Based on previous success with this protocol,41-44,47 we hypothesize that porcine
cancellous bone can be decellularized to produce a bone scaffold that: 1) is devoid of
cellular material; 2) is biocompatible with reduced alpha-Gal epitope content; 3)
maintains

the

key

ultrastructural

properties

of

native

bone

important

for

osteoconductivity while retaining inherent compressive properties of the source graft; and
4) possesses osteoinductive potential by retaining donor growth factor content in the
decellularized scaffold matrix. This bone scaffold could serve as a readily available bone
graft substitute for fusion procedures and the surgical management of osseous defects
associated with high energy trauma, infections, musculoskeletal tumor resections, or
fracture nonunions. This product would have the potential to alleviate the morbidity
associated with autograft harvest, avoid the risk of disease transmission associated with
allograft bone, and satisfy the currently unmet demand for bone graft products in
orthopaedic markets. The following chapters describe our experience, results, and
conclusions deriving a bone scaffold from porcine xenograft bone.
Chapter 2 details the decellularization and chemical oxidation protocol developed
in our laboratory used to derive the scaffold from metaphyseal bone of porcine femurs.
Structural imaging, analysis of decellularization efficacy, biomechanical testing and
proteomics data are presented to characterize the scaffold’s osteoconductive structure,
mechanical properties and biologic makeup.
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Chapter 3 assesses the biologic safety and immunocompatibility of the bone
scaffold.

Chemical

clearance,

contaminating

pathogen

clearance,

in

vitro

cytocompatibility and alpha-Gal epitope clearance from the donor xenograft are
presented to evaluate and discuss the safety of potential transplantion into a living host
with the ultimate goal of clinical application in human patients.
Chapter 4 evaluates the scaffold’s osteoinductive potential. Scaffold growth factor
content is analyzed and the osteogenic differentiation of cells seeded onto the bone
scaffold is measured in order to determine what osteoinductive potential is retained in the
scaffold after decellularization and chemical oxidation of donor xenograft bone.
Chapter 5 presents conclusions from the current body of work and discusses the
feasibility of scaffold use in clinical applications. The chapter concludes with discussion
of future directions in our laboratory’s development of xenograft-derived bone scaffolds.
Preliminary in vivo data from scaffold transplantation in a rat critical defect model is
presented.
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CHAPTER 2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A XENOGRAFT-DERIVED
BONE SCAFFOLD: A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF SCAFFOLD
BIOLOGY AND STRUCTURE
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ABSTRACT
Background
Bone grafts are used in approximately one half of all musculoskeletal surgeries.
Autografts are taken from the patient's own body and represent the historic gold standard
but are limited by the morbidly associated with their harvest and their limited supply.
Alternative sources of bone graft include allografts, synthetics and, less commonly,
xenografts which are taken from animal species. Xenografts are available in unlimited
supply from healthy animal donors, avoid the risk of human disease transmission and
may satisfy the currently unmet demand for bone graft products. We hypothesize that a
porous bone scaffold devoid of xenograft cellular tissue and suitable for use as a bone
graft substitute can be derived from porcine cancellous bone using a novel
decellularization protocol.

Methods
Porcine femurs were obtained from freshly sacrificed female pigs. Cancellous
bone harvested from the distal metaphysis was subjected to a decellularization and
chemical oxidation protocol to derive scaffolds. Efficacy of decellularization was graded
with comparative histology and measurement of DNA content reduction. Scaffold
architecture was characterized with scanning electron microscopy and micro-CT analysis.
Biomechanical properties of the scaffold were assessed with finite element analysis and
destructive compression testing. Lastly, proteomic characterization was performed with
mass spectrometry.
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Results
Scaffolds were devoid of donor cellular material on histology sections , which
was supported by the 98% reduction of DNA content (p=0.001). Donor bone architecture
was largely preserved after decellularization, but scaffolds were significantly less dense
(p<0.0001) and had insignificantly greater porosity and average pore size than donor
bone. Biomechanical data was similar between bone and scaffolds, with the exception
that scaffolds were significantly less stiff (p<0.0001). Mass spectrometry data
demonstrated similar protein profiles between the bone scaffold and a commercially
available demineralized bone matrix product.

Discussion
Xenografts may represent viable sources for musculoskeletal tissue grafts. In the
current study a decellularization protocol as successfully used to derive a scaffold from
porcine cancellous bone that was devoid of donor cellular material and preserved the
microarchitecture properties essential for osteoconduction.
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Introduction
A bone scaffold is a three dimensional matrix used to fill bone voids with the goal
of supporting the body’s intrinsic regenerative potential.1 The scaffold provides a
structure for the body to grow on. Osteogenic cells migrate and adhere to the scaffold and
begin to develop new bone as the scaffold is degraded and eventually turned over.2 The
ideal bone graft substitute should mirror properties of the “gold standard” autograft, and
thus, be biocompatible, osteoconductive, osteoinductive, osteogenic, and also be readily
available without risk of disease transmission.3 Specifically, a bone scaffold must serve
four essential purposes: form, function, fixation and formation.4 The scaffold must fill the
form of the three dimensional (3d) bone void, function as a temporary load sharing
structure with fixation to adjacent host bone, and ultimately support host formation of
new bone. Scaffolds serve primarily as osteoconductive structures which are ultimately
replaced by host bone through creeping substitution and therefore, scaffold morphology
is critical. Scaffolds can be constructed from synthetic materials that are sterile and nonimmunogenic, allowing them to be safely implanted in a host without risk of disease
transmission and minimal risk of an inflammatory reaction. However, to more closely
approximate the morphology, biomechanical properties of gold standard autograft bone,
scaffolds can also be derived from natural bone to optimize integration into surrounding
host tissue.5 Perhaps the most widely utilized bone scaffold for clinical use is
demineralized bone matrix (DBM). DBM is derived from human allograft bone using
proprietary decellularization, demineralization and sterilization techniques. DBM serves
as an osteoconductive matrix with variable osteoinductivity from retained donor growth
factors.6 Quality of DBM depends on donor bone health and processing techniques. This
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results in considerable variability between vendors.7 DBM products do still impart risk of
contamination and disease transmission, present ethical dilemmas for certain patients, and
add considerable cost to procedures compared to traditional allograft products.8 The cost
of one milliliter of DBM often exceeds $100, making application cost prohibitive in
treatment of larger osseous defects. Scaffolds derived from alternative sources of natural
bone, such as xenograft bone (non-human), could afford the same osteoconductive
benefits as DBM at a much lower cost, avoid the risks of human disease transmission and
be immediately available in relatively unlimited quantities from a larger pool of healthy
donors.9
Bovine bone has previously been transplanted into human patients, but clinical
series showed poor results with frequent graft rejection and failure to integrate with host
tissue.10-15 To the author’s knowledge, there are currently no commercially available
porcine bone graft products available for clinical use in orthopaedic surgery. Specifically,
no clinical reports of porcine bone grafting into human subjects exist in orthopaedic
literature. Porcine species share similar anatomy, physiology and genetic makeup with
human species,16,17 and historically have served as excellent xenograft donors to human
recipients, most notably in cardiac applications.18-20 Few studies have looked at bone
graft substitutes derived from porcine xenografts.16,17,21-26
A novel decellularization and chemical oxidation protocol developed in our
laboratory has previously derived tendon, meniscus and ligament scaffolds from both
human and animal tissue.27-31 Results from these studies proved the decellularization
technology to effectively derive biocompatible, pathogen-free scaffolds. We proposed
modifying this protocol for the decellularization of bone tissue with the goal of deriving
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bone scaffolds that could potentially serve as bone graft substitutes for clinical use. We
hypothesize that cancellous bone in porcine femurs can be decellularized to produce a
scaffold that is: 1) devoid of cellular material and 2) maintains the key ultrastructural
architecture of native bone important for osteoconductivity as well as the inherent
compressive material properties of the source bone. The current study details our
decellularization protocol, and characterizes the scaffold’s cellular, structural and
molecular content.

Methods
Bone Scaffold Production
Acquisition of Animal Tissue
The femurs from freshly sacrificed female pigs (Sus scrofa domesticus), age 3-4
years old, weighing 450-650 lbs were obtained from City Packing Company (Burlington,
North Carolina) with an educational and research permit granted by the North Carolina
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. Femurs were transported to our
laboratory on ice and immediately stripped of soft tissue before being frozen at -20°C for
later use.

Physical Processing of Specimens
Cross sections 6-10mm thick were taken from the distal end of femurs using an
upright stainless steel autopsy grade band saw (Band Saw K220, KUGEL Medical,
Germany). Only sections taken from the metaphysis were kept for processing, while
specimens containing articular or subchondral elements were discarded. Sections were
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mounted to a drill press (DELTA Power Equipment Corporation, Spartanburg, SC) and
bone plugs were machined with a 3/8” plug cutter (Harbor Freight Tools, Calabasas, CA).
To prevent thermal necrosis of specimens, the bone sections were drilled while
submerged in ice-chilled normal saline. Bone plugs were then washed at high pressure to
flush out marrow contents.

Decellularization and Chemical Oxidation Protocol
Cancellous bone plugs were transferred into autoclaved screw-top glass flasks
(Corning Inc., Corning, NY) containing 1000 ml of DNase/RNase-free, distilled water
(Gibco, Grand Island, NY). Flasks were placed on a rotating shaker (Barnstead
MaxQ400, Dubuque, IA) at 200 rpm, 37°C, for 72 hours with fresh water exchanges
every 12 hours. Water was discarded and 500mL of 0.05% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Grand
Island, NY) was added to flasks before returning them to the rotating shaker. After 2
hours, the trypsin solution was discarded and 500mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM) high-glucose (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) containing 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Valley Labs, Winchester, VA) and 100 I.U./ml Penicillin, 100μg/ml
Streptomycin, 0.25 μg/ml Amphotercin B (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) was added to hault
trypsin digestion and maintain an aseptic preparation. Flasks were returned to the shaker
for 24 hours before discarding the DMEM solution, adding 1000mL of fresh DNasefree/
RNase-free distilled water and returning it to the shaker for 24 hours. Water was
discarded, and a 1000mL solution of 1.5% Peracetic Acid (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and
2.0% Triton X-100 (Sigma) prepared in distilled, deionized water was added, and flasks
were returned to the rotary shaker for 3 hours. The oxidizing solution was discarded and
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residual peracetic acid was removed by flushing the samples with 1000 ml autoclaved,
deionized water and then repeated washes in 1-3 hour cycles (each at 200rpm, 37°C).
Wash cycles were repeated until no peracetic acid was detectable by peracetic acid test
strips (Sigma). Specimens were then transferred into conical tubes, frozen at -80°C for 24
hours, lyophilized (LabConco, Freeze Dry System, Kansas City, MO) for 24 hours, and
stored at -80°C until further use.

Structural Imaging
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scaffolds were mounted on aluminum stubbs (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) with
double sided carbon tape and gold sputter coated at 30 mTorr. Specimens were imaged
on a Hitachi S-2600 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

Micro Computed Tomography
Scaffold and bone specimens were scanned in cross section at 10 μm voxel
resolution and reconstructed into 3d images on a Scanco 80 micro-CT system (Scanco
USA, Wayne, PA). Images were inverted to visualize the porous domains so pore size
and morphology could be quantified using methods previously described by Lin et al.32
Additional specimens were scanned on a nanotom micro-CT (phoenix nanotom® m, GE,
Fairfield, CT) for high resolution images.
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Assessment of Decellularization
Histology
Bone and scaffold specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin
(Sigma) for 48 hours, washed with deionized, distilled water and decalcified for 48-72
hours with 20x volume of Decal® (Decal Chemical Corp, Tallman, NY). Specimens
were then transferred into Cal-Arrest (Decal Chemical Corp) for 2-3 minutes before
being stored in 70% ethanol. Specimens were then processed and embedded in paraffin.
Sections 5µm thick were taken from the midportion of samples on a microtome, mounted
and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (Sigma), Masson’s trichrome (Sigma) or
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) mounting media (ProLong® Gold Antifade
Mountant, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Representative light micrographs were
captured with the Olympus VS-110 Virtual Imaging System (Olympus, Center Valley,
PA) and fluorescent micrographs with a Zeiss Axioplan2 system (Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany). DAPI strongly binds DNA for cell specific staining. Masson’s
Trichrome stains collagen blue and osteoid red.

DNA Quantification
DNA content was measured in the donor cancellous bone (n=6 femurs) and
decellularized scaffold to assess efficacy of decellularization. DNA content was
normalized to specimen volume to correct for changes in specimen density after
decellularization. Volume was calculated by measuring the height and diameter of
specimen plugs with a jeweler’s caliper (Esslinger, St. Paul, MN). Samples were
individually cryomilled (6870 Freezer/Mill®, Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ) in
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liquid nitrogen, and lysed in 3x volume of mammalian protein extraction reagent (MPER®, Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL) with protease inhibitors (cOmplete ULTRA
Tablets, Roche, Basel, Switzerland). DNA concentration of lysates was measured with
Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific) in polystyrene plates
(Corning® 96-well) on a fluorescence microplate reader (FLUOstar Optima Plate Reader,
BMG Labtech, Ortenberg, Germany).

Structural Characterization
Density, Porosity, Microstructure
Uniform bone plugs were machined from distal femur metaphyseal cross sections,
using the methods previously described. Plug volume was calculated in cubic millimeters
by measuring the height and diameters of plugs and converting this volume into
milliliters. Dry weight was measured in milligrams. Microstructure measurements were
derived from micro-CT imaging. Images were inverted to visualize porous domains and
calculate average pore diameter. Porosity was calculated as percentage by subtracting
specimen volume fraction from 1.32 Micro-CT is likely the most accurate assessment of
porosity because it captures the presence of encapsulated pores which would be missed
with alternative methods such as mercury intrusion.33 Trabecular strut diameter, density
and spacing were measured and compared between bone and scaffold samples.

Finite Element Analysis
DICOM files (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) from bone and
scaffold specimens were imported into Scanco analysis software for non-destructive
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biomechanical testing using voxel-based finite element analysis (FEA).34 Testing was
performed on 15mm3 sub-volumes of micro-CT specimens. Sample strength was defined
by yield stress (Von mises stress). Because naturally-derived bone scaffolds undergo
remodeling in the host until eventually being replaced, yield stress was of particular
interest in biomechanical assessment.34,35

Mechanical Compression Testing
Bone (n=12) and scaffold (n=12) specimens from the same individual femurs
were machined into uniform cylinders (12.7 mm diameter, 12 mm height) using a drill
press-mounted diamond hole saw bit (Lenox, East Longmeadow, MA) and stored at 80°C. Specimens were soaked in normal saline for two hours at room temperature prior
to mounting them between stainless steel platens for axial compression testing on a
material testing machine (MTS) (Instron®, Norwood, MA). Mounted specimens were
preloaded to 5N in a 2 kN load cell and compressed with a crosshead speed of 0.5
mm/second until fracture or 80% strain was reached.36-38 Ultimate stress and strain were
calculated from the first peak of the generated stress-strain curve (Bluehill® Software,
North America) and the slope of the stress-strain curve’s linear portion was used to
calculate Young’s modulus.

Proteomics
Mass spectrometry
The identities of proteins within the bone matrix scaffolds were analyzed using
mass spectrometry (MS). For comparison against a similar commercially available bone
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graft product, cancellous demineralized bone matrix (DBM) (Musculoskeletal Transplant
Foundation, Edison, NJ) samples (n=3) were also analyzed. Scaffold specimens derived
from separate porcine femurs (n=3) were cryomilled in liquid nitrogen, reduced with
dithiothreitol and alkylated with iodoacetamide before overnight digestion with trypsin
(Trypsin Gold, Promega, Madison, WI) at pH 8.0. Aliquots were submitted for mass
spectrometry (Proteomics and Metabolomics Shared Resource, Wake Forest Baptist
Comprehensive Cancer Center, Winston-Salem, NC). Mass spectrometry analysis was
performed using an electrospray ionization (ESI) ion trap LTQ Orbitrap XL hybrid
FTMS (Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometer) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) coupled to a nanoACQUITY UltraPerformance LC (UPLC) system (Waters,
Milford, MA). The Mascot version 2.2.07 (Matrix Science, Boston, MA) search engine
was used to search the protein sequence databases (Swiss Prot and National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) NCBInr) with the following settings: MS/MS ion
search, taxonomy filter = Sus scrofa (pig) all entries, enzyme = trypsin, maximum
missed cleavages = 1, fixed modifications = carbamidomethyl (C), variable modifications
= deamidated (NQ)/formyl (N-term)/oxidation of Met and Pro (to detect hydroxyl proline
in collagens). MS hits with protein scores ≥1000 were reported.39,40 Results were queried
in ExPASy proteomics Bioinformatics Resource Protocol. Analysis of native donor bone
was deferred because protein density would preclude informative analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Values are reported as the mean ± standard error and compared with independent
samples t-tests with α=0.05 to determine significance.
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Results
Structural Imaging
Post-oxidation, specimens took on a bright white, uniform color in comparison to
the donor material’s oily-red sheen given off by the substrate’s adipose marrow contents
(Figure 1A). Post-lyophilization, the scaffolds (Figure 1B) were brittle and dry with
obvious reduction in mass. Decellularized scaffolds were similar in appearance to
cancellous chips and demineralized bone matrix (DBM) with a texture characteristic of a
salad crouton.

Figure 1. Macroscopic Field Images
A) Donor cancellous bone harvested from the distal metaphysis of porcine femurs
B) Bone scaffold derived from donor specimens using a patented decellularization and oxidation protocol
that combines physical and chemical processing treatments.

Scanning electron micrographs highlighted the porous surface architecture present on
both the donor material and scaffold (Figure 2). Overall microarchitecture of scaffolds
was markedly similar to unprocessed donor bone, suggesting that the decellularization
protocol did not grossly compromise the osteoconductive ultrastructure. Blade etchings
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were visible on DBM surfaces (Figure 2, DBM 30x), likely a byproduct of commercial
production. Pores on DMB samples were notably larger than those on bone and scaffold
specimens, perhaps indicative of DBM cancellous bone being harvested from different
skeletal location or being harvested from osteoporotic subjects.

Figure 2. Comparative Scanning Electron Micrographs
Donor porcine cancellous bone (“Bone”) was decellularized to derived bone scaffolds. Representative micrographs
appreciate the porous surface architecture. Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM) is a commercially available human
cancellous bone graft product. DBM pores appeared larger but high magnification surface was similar. Bone
appeared less porous with marrow contents filling pores.
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Figure 3. Micro-CT Imaging of Specimens
Porcine cancellous bone micrographs (A-C) and scaffold micrographs (D-F) were similar in appearance on 3-dimensional
projections (A, D), coronal (B, E) and axial (C, F) cuts. G) High resolution scaffold 3-dimensional projection through the
matrix interior displays the highly porous architecture.
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Micro-CT imaging also showed similar results for both the bone and scaffold specimens
with no change in gross architecture (Figure 3). The decellularization protocol uses a
weak acid (peracetic acid) but this did not appear to demineralize the substrate enough to
yield significant changes on micro-CT images.

Assessment of Decellularization
H&E sections showed removal of marrow contents (Figure 4: A-B) and
osteocytes within lacunae of donor bone after decellularization (Figure 4: C-D).
Consistent with these findings, DAPI stained sections showed an abundance of nuclear
material in the source bone (Figure 4: F-G) which was cleared after decellularization
(Figure 4: H-I). DBM sections (Figure 4: E, J, O) were similar in appearance to scaffold
sections.
DNA concentration in donor bone was 14.52 ±7.7 μg/ml and scaffolds was 0.244
±0.093 μg/ml (p=0.001). This represented a 98% reduction of DNA content achieved by
the decellularization protocol (Figure 5).

Structural Characterization
The density of bone samples (Table 1) was significantly greater than scaffold
samples (Bone density 1,366 ± 19.82 mg/ml, Scaffold density 570.4 ± 91.32 mg/ml,
p<0.0001) after the decellularization process. Porosity was slightly greater in scaffolds
(79.5 ±9.1%) than donor bone (69.1 ±11.1%) but this difference was not signficant
(p=0.20). Pore size was also similar (p=0.77) between scaffolds (474.2 ±76.2 µm) and
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bone specimens (458.5 ±66.3 µm). Thickness of the bone struts in the trabecular
architecture was not different (p=0.28) between bone (142.8 ±27.8 µm) and scaffolds
(121.7 ±21.9 µm). Anisotropy was not significantly different between matrices.
Finite element analysis (FEA) of bone and scaffold specimens (Table 2) showed
no significant differences in yield stress (Von Mises), stiffness, or failure loads for the
subvolumes of samples analyzed. There was significant variability in scaffold samples
however.
Compressive mechanical testing results supported the trends shown in the FEA
analysis (Table 2). More specimens were tested in this destructive analysis and
statistically significant differences were found between bone and scaffold specimens for
maximum strain at failure (p<0.0001), stiffness (p<0.0001) and the elastic modulus
(Young’s modulus p<0.0001).
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Figure 4. Assessment of Decellularization by Histology
Representative sections 5 μm thick taken from specimen midsections showed removal of cellular contents (A-B) in the scaffolds (C-D). DAPI
sections stained abundant cell specific material (F-G) which was not seen in scaffolds (H-I). Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM) sections were
similar in appearance to the scaffold.
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Figure 5. Assessment of Decellularization by DNA Content Reduction
DNA content was measured in bone (n=6) and scaffold (n=6) specimens with PicoGreen® and is presented as the
average concentration ±standard error. After decellularization, scaffold samples (0.244 ±0.09 μg/ml) had
significantly less DNA than bone samples (14.52 ±7.7 μg/ml)

Table I. Structural Characterization Indices

Density
Porosity
Anisotropy
Mean Pore Size
Strut Thickness

Donor Bone
1,366.0 ±19.8 mg/ml
79.5 ±9.1%
1.88 ±0.1
458.5 ±66.3 µm
142.8 ±27.8 µm

Scaffold
570.4 ±91.3 mg/ml
69.1 ±11.1%
1.65 ±0.1
474.2 ±76.2 µm
121.7 ±21.9 µm

p<0.0001
p=0.2
p=0.1
p=0.8
p=0.3

Donor bone was decellularized to create scaffolds. Density and ultrastructure parameters are presented as the
mean ±standard error and compared by independent samples t-tests.
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Table II. Biomechanical Testing Indices
Donor Bone

Scaffold

FEA Modeling
Yield Stress (von
Mises)
Stiffness
Failure Load

11,372 ±286 MPa

10,922 ±327 MPa

p=0.39

31,921±8250 N/mm
148.0 ±35.7 MPa

18,840 ±6603 N/mm
89.5 ±29.5 MPa

p=0.26
p=0.25

Mechanical Testing
Young’s Modulus
Stiffness
Failure Load
Strain at Failure

236.6 ±11.8 MPa
1,544.0 ±76.2 N/mm
14.5 ±1.8 MPa
0.088 ±0.006

114.2 ±17.8 MPa
727.6 ±120.1 N/mm
13.6 ±1.8 MPa
0.230 ±0.014

p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p=0.72
p<0.0001

Biomechanical properties of representative unprocessed bone and decellularized scaffolds are presented as the
mean ±standard error and compared by independent samples t-tests. Parameters were measured by finite
element analysis (FEA) modeling as well as mechanical compression testing on an Instron® MTS.

Proteomics
Significant hits for collagen alpha-1 and -2, and serum albumin were recorded in
scaffold analysis (Table 3). Several other proteins believed to participate in the regulation
of bone physiology were also found, suggesting that donor material growth factors are
potentially being preserved in the scaffold after decellularization. Alpha 2HS
glycoprotein (also called bone sialoprotein) is a predicted functional partner to bone
morphogenic protein 2 (BMP2) and regulates bone mineralization as well as osteogenesis
during development. This protein is believed to serve the same purpose in human
physiology. Chondroadherin promotes attachment of osteoblasts through integrin
partnering and also regulates long bone growth. Biglycan regulates collagen fiber
assembly, critical in ECM deposition for subsequent ossification.
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Analyzed DBM samples had similar profiles (Table 3). DBM is marketed as having
osteoinductive potential by preserving the growth factors present on human donor bone.
In addition to significant hits for collagen alpha-1 and -2, DBM samples also contained
osteocalcin, a secreted protein which strongly binds to calcium and hydroxyapatite and is
critical in bone homeostasis. Tetranectin regulates cell response to transforming growth
factor beta (TGFb) and directs bone mineralization. DBM samples also contained
dermatopontin which affects cell adhesion and collagen fibril organization.
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Table III. Mass Spectrometry Results

Bone Scaffold

MS Hits >1000
Alpha-1-antiproteinase OS
Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein (Fragment) OS
Annexin A5 OS
Biglycan OS
Chondroadherin OS
Collagen alpha-1(I) chain OS
Collagen alpha-2(I) chain OS
Collagen alpha-2(V) chain OS
Hemoglobin subunit beta OS
Hemoglobin subunit beta-A OS
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 OS
Lumican OS
Pigment epithelium-derived factor OS
Serum albumin OS

Demineralized Bone Matrix
(DBM)
Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein OS
Biglycan OS
Chondroadherin OS
Coagulation factor X OS
Collagen alpha-1(I) chain OS
Collagen alpha-2(I) chain OS
Collagen alpha-3(VI) chain OS
Dermatopontin OS
Kininogen-1 OS
Lumican OS
Osteocalcin OS
Pigment epithelium-derived factor OS
Prothrombin OS
Serum albumin OS
Tetranectin OS
Vitronectin OS
Identities of proteins within the bone matrix (n=3) were compared against commercially available demineralized bone
matrix (DBM) (n=3) using mass spectrometry (MS) analysis. MS hits with protein scores >1,000 are reported.
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Discussion
The decellularization protocol effectively removed porcine cellular material,
supported by the 98% reduction in DNA content we observed. Removal of donor cellular
material is critical in preventing host mediated macrophage response.41 In previous
studies applying the same decellularization protocol to different soft tissues, we recorded
a 67% reduction in DNA content from avian FDP tendons,31 a 55% reduction from ovine
menisci28 and a 61% reduction from porcine patellar tendons.27 The increased porosity of
cancellous bone likely permitted deeper penetration of the treatment chemicals and
ultimately resulted in more efficient decellularization in comparison to the other less
porous soft tissues we previously treated. Comparative histology of DBM specimens was
similar in appearance and also devoid of cellular material on DAPI sections.
Decellularization did not appear to alter the micro-architecture of the bone scaffold.
Density of porcine cancellous bone taken from the distal femoral metaphysis was
~1.4 g per cubic centimeter, slightly greater than human cancellous bone harvested from
the calcaneus (1.135 g/cm3) or iliac crest (1.098 g/cm3).5 The reduced density measured
in bone scaffold specimens did not appear to significantly alter the micro-architecture of
the scaffold. The significance of micro-architecture to osteoconductivity is well
established in the literature,42 and bone graft substitutes should generally seek to mimic
natural bone architecture.43-47 Of critical importance are the porosity and pore size of
scaffolds, which affect efficiency of cell seeding, diffusion into the scaffold, and the
mechanical strength of the scaffold.33 Highly porous structures permit higher mass
transport, vascularization, osteo-integration from adjacent bone, and infiltration of both
osteoblasts and osteoclasts to mediate scaffold remodeling.48,49 Less porous structures are
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stronger and have greater surface area for protein adherence and cell attachment, but this
is limited to the periphery of the structure which limits ingrowth and cell
penetration.43,48,49 Porosity of human cortical bone is 3-12% while porosity of cancellous
trabecular bone is highly variable and can range from 50-90% depending on its location,
and donor biology.5,42 We saw a similar range of porosity in our porcine specimens that
was similar to human data. Scaffold porosity was 80% on average. This is comparable to
reported porosity of DBM in clinical use which ranges from 62-88%.50,51 Objective
parameters for individual pore size are debated in the tissue engineering literature with
pore diameter of 100-500 μm considered ideal.43,52 Pore diameter greater than 40 μm is
required for osseous ingrowth, and osteoid formation requires a minimum pore diameter
of 100 μm.5,43 Pore size was highly variable in our specimens typically falling between
400-600 μm, which are defined as large pores by most sources.33,48 By comparison, DBM
pore size averages 200-500 μm,53 but is highly variable when derived from cancellous
bone. Limited data on porcine demineralized cancellous bone is available, however, one
study by Zhang et al.54 reported findings similar to ours with 62% porosity and 520 μm
average pore size in specimens derived from the proximal metaphysis of porcine femurs.
Similar to porosity, the biomechanical properties of cancellous bone are also
highly variable and depend on bone location, as well as a number of donor variables such
as specie, gender, and age.5,55-57 Young’s modulus of human cancellous bone ranges from
50-389 MPa,22,32 with some reports in the GPa range. This depends on the orientation of
specimen loading owing to the effects of anisotropy.42 Similar to human cancellous bone,
we found porcine cancellous bone average modulus in the range of 200-300 MPa. After
decellularization, we consistently found that bone scaffolds were less stiff and had greater
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deformation at failure. Given that matrix density is directly proportional to its
modulus,55,58,59 this result was partially expected knowing that bone specimens were
significantly denser than scaffold specimens. Chemical modifications made to the bone
during decellularization also explain the reduction in elastic modulus. Although peracetic
acid (PAA) is a weak acid, it does demineralize bone to a small extent. Demineralization
softens the structure, makes it tougher and decreases elastic modulus.60 Lyophilization of
tissues has also been shown to compromise mechanical strength36,60,61 and may have
altered the elastic modulus in the final stage of scaffold production. When lyophilized
specimens are rehydrated, as we did before destructive mechanical testing, they typically
lose 20% stiffness and 18.9% ultimate strength.61 Rehydration of specimens more closely
mimics physiologic conditions, however, and was appropriate for testing.
Scaffolds derived from cancellous bone blocks are not intended to serve as loadbearing structures. However, the biomechanical properties of the structure still bear
clinical significance in supporting bone regeneration. Bone grafts and scaffolds should
mimic the fundamental mechanical properties of bone and closely match the surrounding
tissue’s compressive strength, toughness, and stiffness as closely as possible.62,63 The
scaffold cannot support large physiologic loads, but it must maintain its structure long
enough to preserve the space which facilitates host ingrowth. It also must protect
developing structures until the host replaces it with regenerated bone.62 Without
appropriate stiffness and strength at the implantation site, the scaffold may be resorbed by
the host which will prevent progressive bone formation, remodeling and osseous union
with host ingrowth.63 Stiffness of the scaffold has also been shown to direct stem cell fate
with softer matrices directing cells to neurogenic lineages and stiffer matrices mimicking
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the cross-linked collagen structure of osteoid that pushes cells towards osteogenic
lineages.64-67 As the cells pull on the matrix through focal adhesions, they gauge the
matrix’s stiffness by the amount of resistance they sense.64 Stiff matrices are defined by
elastic moduli greater than 25 kPa and can have osteoinductive effects on stem cells.65
Although reduced, the modulus of our scaffold was on the order of MPa, making it a stiff
matrix. The decellularization protocol did not compromise yield strength of the donor
bone. The biomechanical and structural properties of the scaffold generally mimicked the
cancellous bone that it was derived from.
Several limitations exist in the current chapter. We were unable to control some
porcine donor variables such as comorbidities, age, and specimen contamination at time
of acquisition. All donor bone was harvested from the distal metaphysis of femurs, but
we did not control for the variable density of the cancellous bone which has previously
been shown to affect cell attachment and differentiation.51 We noted a decreasing
gradient of bone density moving from the periphery to the core of metaphyseal cross
sections. Density could have been more closely controlled if all specimens were taken
from the same region of cross sections, however this would have significantly limited
yield of tissue that is already expected to have highly variable density. While histology
showed convincing evidence of decellularization and DNA quantification supported this
finding, it is unclear if DNA reduction is the most accurate assessment of effective
decellularization. Cellular remnants not measured by DNA quantification may be as
immunogenic as whole cells.41 The extent of bone demineralization caused by peracetic
acid treatment in our protocol was not defined in the current study. The biomechanical
consequences of this cannot be distinguished from the effects of lyophilization or
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potential degradation of the organic matrix. Lastly, proteomics data is limited by the
unknown biologic activity of detected proteins. Mass spectrometry identifies proteins by
primary structure alone. It does not characterize secondary, tertiary or quarternary protein
structures which are critical to protein function and biologic activity.

Conclusions
Results presented in the current chapter show that our decellularization protocol
can derive a bone scaffold from porcine bone that is devoid of donor cellular material
while preserving the microarchitecture critical to osteoconduction and, potentially, the
growth factors thought to contribute to the osteoinductive potential of bone graft
substitutes. While the overall structural parameters and yield strength were preserved
after decellularization, the protocol did alter the biomechanical properties of the starting
material seen by significant decreases in bone stiffness.
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CHAPTER 3

ASSESSING THE BIOLOGIC SAFETY OF A
XENOGRAFT-DERIVED BONE SCAFFOLD:
IN VITRO CYTOCOMPATIBILITY STUDIES AND
QUANTIFICATION OF THE ALPHA-GAL EPITOPE
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ABSTRACT

Background
Xenografts are an attractive alternative to traditional bone grafts because of their
unlimited supply and absence of human disease. As with any graft intended for clinical
use, biologic safety and sterility of the graft tissue are of critical importance. It is
essential that chemicals used in graft processing are removed from donor tissue and that
processed grafts are biocompatible within a recipient host. Prior to clinical use, strict
sterility assurance levels must be met to prove a decellularization protocol’s capacity to
remove contaminating pathogens present on grafts. While xenografts are promising bone
graft substitutes, their results in clinical series have typically been very poor. Xenografts
contain large amounts of the alpha-Gal epitope which humans produce a natural antibody
against that leads to acute and chronic rejection of transplanted tissues. We hypothesize
that a biocompatible xenograft-derived bone scaffold devoid of the alpha-Gal epitope can
be derived from porcine cancellous bone using a novel decellularization and chemical
oxidation protocol that meets sterility assurance level requirements.

Methods
Biocompatibility of derived bone scaffolds was assessed with direct contact in
vitro cytocompatibilty (Neutral Red, MTS, TNF-α induction) assays using both mouse
and human cell lines. The decellularization protocol’s potential to remove contaminating
pathogens was challenged with viral (Vaccinia Virus, SV5, Adenovirus) and bacterial (S.
aureus, E. coli, P. aeruginosa) spike and recovery assays measuring pathogen clearance
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after each stage of scaffold production. Alpha-Gal content was critically assessed with
comparative immunohistochemistry study and inhibition ELISA.

Results
The scaffold proved cytocompatible to cell monolayers in vitro. Human
monocytes exposed to scaffold released significantly less TNF-α compared to monocytes
incubated with unprocessed cancellous bone (p=0.01) or LPS positive control (p<0.02).
Supraphysiologic amounts of viral and bacterial pathogens infecting the donor bone were
cleared with 100% efficacy from the resultant scaffold. Alpha-Gal epitope was present in
abundant quantity on donor bone and nearly undetectable on scaffold IHC slides. This
observation was confirmed by ELISA which determined that the decellularization
protocol removed 98.5% of the endogenous epitope from donor bone tissue.

Discussion
The current investigation supports the biologic safety of bone scaffolds derived
from porcine donors using a decellularization protocol that meets sterility assurance
standards. Critically, a substantial amount of the highly immunogenic xenograft
carbohydrate, alpha-Gal, was removed from donor tissue. These findings support further
investigation of xenograft-derived musculoskeltal tissues for clinical application.
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Introduction
Bone grafts are used in approximately 2.5 million musculoskeletal surgeries each
year in the United States.1,2 The added patient morbidity associated with autograft harvest
limits its clinical use and favors the consideration of alternative graft sources. These
include allografts, synthetics and even xenografts, which are derived from non-human
species. Xenograft-derived bone scaffolds are particularly attractive as their harvest
imparts no patient morbidity, they are available in relatively unlimited quantity from
healthy donors, and avoid the risk of human disease transmission associated with
allograft tissue. Human musculoskeletal allograft tissue has transmitted human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B and C viruses, and human T-lymphotrophic
virus.3 In 2001, a 23 year-old patient undergoing reconstructive knee surgery with a fresh
femoral condyle allograft died on post-operative day 3 from Clostridium sordellii
bacteremia.4 Xenograft tissues also pose the risk of inducing an adverse host response if
they contain immunologically active foreign cellular material, contaminating pathogens
not removed during tissue processing or residual processing chemicals.
Tissue banks use a variety proprietary tissue processing techniques, which apply
combinations of different physical, chemical, sterilization and packaging treatments. 5-8
Common chemicals treatments include antibiotics, alcohols, digestive enzymes, hydrogen
peroxide, peracetic acid (PAA), and detergents.4 Residual chemicals may be cytotoxic to
seeded or ingrowing cells and therefore must be cleared prior to implantation in a host. 10
To validate sterilization protocols and reach the “sterility assurance level (SAL),” it
should be documented that a reduction of 6 log10 bacterial colony forming units (CFU)
and 4 log10 viral titer can be achieved with the protocol in interest.11-13 Beyond pathogen
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contamination, the primary barrier to successful clinical translation of xenograft tissue
has historically been the α-gal epitope (Gal α 1-3Gal β 1-(3)4GlcNAc-R).
Alpha-gal is a carbohydrate epitope abundantly expressed glycolipids and
glycoproteins on the cell membranes of non-primate animals and new world monkeys.1416

Humans produce a natural anti-α-Gal antibody that represents 1% of all circulating

antibodies.16,17 Interaction between the α-Gal epitope and this natural antibody activates
complement and leads to hyperacute rejection of vascularized xenografts.18,19 Currently,
there is a paucity of clinical data reporting on the transplantation of xenograft bone tissue
in humans. Recent clinical series using bovine bone produced unfavorable results with
consistent failure of the xenograft to integrate and remodel in the host.20-25 Processing
technique inadequacy to clear the α-Gal epitope likely contributed to the failure of these
grafts which are no longer in clincal use. Even less data is available on transplantation of
porcine bone. Porcine species share similar anatomy, physiology and genetic makeup
with human species,26,27 making them excellent xenograft donors to humans in cardiac
applications.28-30 To date, we are unaware of any commercially available porcine-derived
bone graft substitute that has been approved for clinical orthopaedic use. The only human
orthopaedic clinical data reporting on porcine bone being transplanted into humans came
from a series of patients who underwent anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction
with porcine patellar bone-tendon-bone xenografts, but no long-term data was available
at the time of report.31
In the current chapter we discuss the biologic safety of a porcine-derived
cancellous bone scaffold. We have previously reported on a novel decellularization and
oxidation protocol used to derive tissue scaffolds from both allograft and xenograft
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tendon and meniscus tissues.32-35 In the most recent studies, we showed the
decellularization protocol could successfully remove all viral pathogens from
contaminated human achilles tendon allograft,34 and significantly reduce the α-Gal
content in porcine patellar tendons.32 We hypothesized that this same decellularization
and oxidation protocol could be modified for the treatment of porcine cancellous bone to
derive a bone scaffold that is: 1) cytocompatible and free of chemicals applied during
tissue processing, 2) devoid of viral pathogens, 3) devoid of bacterial pathogens and 4)
possess significantly reduced levels of the highly immunogenic α-Gal epitope.

Methods
Specimen preparation
Bone scaffold specimens were derived from cancellous bone taken from the distal
metaphysis of porcine femurs using the decellularization and oxidation protocol
described in chapter 2. After treating samples with 1.5% peracetic acid and 2.0% Triton
X-100, specimens were flushed with sterile deionized-distilled water (ddH2O) to remove
as much of the chemical as possible before proceeding with ddH20 water exchanges to
clear residual content. Specimens were washed until the peracetic acid concentration of
the exchange solutions was reduced to 0 parts per million (Quantofix® peroxides test
sticks, Sigma, St. Louis, MO).

In Vitro Cytocompatibility of Bone Scaffold by Direct Contact Assay
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In vitro cell viability/cytotoxicity of scaffolds (n=6) was monitored using two
colorimetric methods (CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay
[MTS], Promega, Madison, WI & Neutral Red-based Toxicology Assay TOX4, Sigma
Aldrich, St Louis, MO) as previously described.32,34,35 NIH 3T3 (American Type Culture
Collection [ATCC], Manassas, VA) subconfluent cell monolayers were incubated in 96well plates (Nunc MaxiSorp, eBioscience) with latex (n=10) as a negative control, media
only (n=10) as a positive control, or cryomilled bone scaffold (n=6) for 48 hours at 37°C,
5% CO2. Neutral Red reagent was added to wells at 10% volume and monolayers were
returned to the incubator for 2 hours at 37°C. Media was removed, cells were fixed, and
dye incorporated into viable cells was measured at 540nm on a microplate reader. For the
MTS assay, the same methods were used on separate cell monolayers with the exception
that after incubation, 20μl of the MTS solution was added to each well and plates were
returned to the incubator for 90 minutes at which time absorbance was read at 490 nm.

In Vitro Cytocompatibility by Induction of Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)
To futher investigate the cytotoxic effects of the bone scaffold on human cells,
release of the inflammatory cytokine TNF-α was measured in vitro using methods
previously described.32,36-38 Human acute monocytic leukemia THP-1 (ATCC) was
cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute Medium (RPMI 1640, Gibco ® DMEM, Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Valley Labs,
Winchester, VA) and 1% antibiotic and antimycotic solution (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis,
MO). A suspension of 40,000 cells containing 60 ng/ml of phorbol 12-myristate 13acetate (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) was added to 6-well plates (Corning Life
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Sciences, Kennebunk, ME) and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 overnight. Media was
removed, cells were rinsed in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS; Gibco®), and
then cultured in media containing 30 mg/ml cryomilled native bone (n=7), bone scaffold
(n=12), or lipopolysaccharide (LPS; Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO). LPS induces a proinflammatory response and was used as a positive control at concentrations of either 1
ng/ml (n=4) or 10 ng/ml (n=4). Cells grown in media without LPS or test substrate served
as a negative control (n=4). Cell monolayers were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO 2, the
supernatant was collected, cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g for
10 minutes and the cleared supernatant was assayed for level of TNF-α, using a
commercially available ELISA kit (Quantikine human TNF-α, R&D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN) according to manufacturer’s protocol.

Viral Pathogen Clearance Experiments
Donor xenograft bone was spiked with three different virus types to assess the
decellularization protocol’s ability to remove double stranded DNA non enveloped
viruses (Adenovirus), single stranded RNA enveloped viruses (Simian virus 5 [SV5]),
and double stranded DNA enveloped viruses (Vaccinia Virus) at each stage of scaffold
processing. Methods were adapted from those previously described.11-13,34,39,40
a. Bone Sample Preparation

Cancellous bone from three separate porcine femurs was machined into uniform
cylinders (diameter 9.5mm, height 12.7mm, volume 0.9 ml) using methods described in
chapter 2. Cylinders were mounted and three 1/16” tunnels were drilled to promote viral
penetration into the core of specimens and increase surface area for virus attachment. To
exclude surface pathogens acquired during donor tissue processing that were found to
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contaminate pilot study assays, bone plugs were soaked in 70% ethanol for 35 minutes,
washed in 5 separate exchanges of sterile deionized distilled water, placed in a sterile
vacuum filtration device (Nalgene Rapid-Flow, Sigma), rinsed with 4 additional water
washes, vacuum dried for 10 minutes, and air dried overnight in a laminar flow tissue
culture hood.
b. Virus Contamination Model

Viral strains were isolated using methods previously described for Vaccinia,41 SV5,42
and Adenovirus.43,44 To validate proposed methods, spike and recovery carrier tests13
were performed to assess the kinetics of virus adsorbance to bone and to assess the
efficacy of virus recovery for titer measurement in plaque forming units (PFU). Pilot data
showed that a 21 hour media incubation time adhered viruses to the bone matrix with an
efficacy of 10-4 for adenovirus, and 10-1 for vaccinia virus (pilot data not presented).
For each virus studied, separate reaction flasks (n=3) containing multiple bone
cylinders (n=6), were spiked with 12 ml of a highly concentrated viral stock (1-3e7
PFU/mL) suspended in DMEM + 2% FBS, and incubated at 37°C on a rotating platform
for 20 hours. A single bone cylinder was removed from each flask, cleared of residual
stock solution to avoid artifical inflation of viral titer, and individually homogenized with
a sterile flat press. The bone homogenate was re-suspended in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) with 10% bovine serum albumin (BSA) which served as a carrier protein, vortexed
vigorously for 10 minutes to release the virus, and centrifuged for 8 minutes, before
collecting the supernatant to quantify the viral titer of spiked bone specimens. The
supernatant was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until plaque assay
analysis. The decellularization protocol continued with the remaining bone cylinders and
in identical fashion, a single bone cylinder was removed after each step of the
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decellularization protocol for viral titer measurement. Samples were re-inoculated in the
final stage (“positive spike”) to ensure the plaque assays were still capable of capturing
pathogens present on samples.
c. Virus Titer Measurement by Cell Monolayer Plaque Assay45
i.

Vaccinia Virus Plaque Assay:
CV-1 (African Green Monkey Kidney Cells, ATCC) were grown to 100%
confluency in 6-well plates. Serial dilutions of each sample’s homogenate were
prepared in DMEM + 10% BSA. Cell monolayers were infected for 1 hour at 37°C,
5% CO2 on a rocking platform. Monolayers were rinsed with 2 ml PBS, fed with 2 ml
DMEM + 2% FBS and returned to the incubator for 48 hours. Media was removed,
monolayers were fixed and stained with crystal violet solution for 15 minutes at room
temperature, washed with running tap water and air dried. Plaques representing zones
of cell lysis induced by a single infecting virus. Plaques were visualized on a light
box and counted in each well (Figure 1A). Wells with 5-100 plaques were used to
determine a sample’s virus titer adjusted by the plated dilution factor.

ii.

Simian Virus 5 Plaque Assay:
Cell monolayers were infected in identical fashion for 1 hour. The infecting
solution was removed, monolayers were washed with PBS and then overlayed with 3
ml/well of warm agarose suspended in DMEM with 2% FBS, 1x glutamine, buffered
in HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid). After the agar layer
solidified, plates were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 4 days. Monolayers were then
overlayed with 1.5 ml of neutral red agar (0.05% neutral red in 1% Nobel Agarose),
and returned to the incubator to allow plaques to stain. After 24 hours, plates were
removed and plaques were counted (Figure 1B).

iii.

Adenovirus Plaque Assay:
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A549 cells (ATCC) were grown to 100% confluency in 6 well plates at 37°C, 5%
CO2. Serial dilutions of each sample’s homogenate were prepared in DMEM.
Monolayers were infected for 1.5 hours in the incubator on a rocking platform. Wells
were aspirated and overlayed with 2 ml agar (0.65% seakum ME agar prepared in
DMEM penicillin/streptomycin with 0.15% sodium bicarbonate and 4% FBS). After
agar layers solidified, plates were incubated for 3 days, fed with a second identical
agar overlay, and incubated for an additional 3 days. Wells were then stained with 0.4
ml MTT reagent (Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium Bromide, Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) for 24 hours and plaques were counted (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Assessment of Viral Titers
Infected bone specimens were homogenized to
measure viral content. Plaque assays on cell
monolayers were used to quantify viral titer in
plaque forming units (PFU) per millliter. One
infecting unit creates an area of cell lysis in the
monolayer called a plaque seen in the right hand
images.
A) Vaccinia Virus Plaques were visualized with
crystal violet stain of viable cells in the
monolayers. Plaques are white punctate areas of
cell lysis in the higher magnification images.
B) SV5 Virus Plaques were highlighted with
Neutral Red stain in agar overlays. Plaques were
visualized on a light box and marked on the
undersurface of wells (black markings).
C) Adenovirus Plaques were highlighted with
MTT reagent stain in agar overlays.
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Bacterial Pathogen Clearance Experiments
Donor xenograft bone was spiked with three different bacteria in order to test the
clearance of representative gram positive (Staphylococcus aureus [ATCC 25923]) and
gram negative species (Escherichia coli [ATCC 25922] and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
[ATCC 27853]) using methodology similar to the viral clearance experiments and those
previously described.11,13
a. Bacteria Broth Preparation
Lyophilized pellets of bacteria (ATCC) were resuspended in 1 ml 3% TSB pH 7.36 (Tryptic
Soy Broth, MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) and streaked on 1.5% Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA)
plates poured in our laboratory. Plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. Two different P.
aeruginosa colony morphologies were noted while E. coli and S. aureus morphologies of uniform
appearance (Figure 2D). Individual colonies were selected and incubated in TSB on a rotating
stage until reaching the logarithmic growth phase with an optical density of approximately 1.0.
Serial dilutions of each bacterial broth were prepared in PBS and plated for 24-72 hours to
determine the 1 O.D. bacteria concentration in colony forming units (CFU) per ml.
b. Bacteria Contamination Model
Bone samples were prepared in identical fashion to those used in the virus experiments. Spike
and recovery carrier assays were performed to determine efficiency of bacteria adherence and
optimize test conditions. Pilot data (not shown) demonstrated that bacteria adsorb to bone with
high efficiency (10-1-10-2). P. aeruginosa adsorbed with the highest efficiency.
Bacteria broths were again grown from single colonies to 1 O.D., centrifuged for 15 minutes at
4,500 rpm to pellet bacteria, which were then resuspended in PBS. Bone samples were added to
separate reaction flasks as described above and incubated with 15 ml of the bacterial suspension
for 21 hours at 37°C on a rotating platform. At each stage of the decellularization protocol, a
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single bone cube was removed from each flask, rinsed with PBS to clear residual bacteria broth,
individually homogenized in a sterile flat press, and resuspended in 2 ml PBS by vigorously
vortexing the samples. Samples were then centrifuged for 1 minute to pellet out the bone, and
supernatants were collected for immediate titer measurement. At the final stage of processing,
samples were re-inoculated with bacterial broths to ensure potential pathogens were being
recovered (“positive spike”) and measured by our methodology.
c. Bacterial Titer Measurement
Serial dilutions of each supernatant were prepared in PBS. 100 μl of each dilution was plated
on TSB agar and spread with sterile glass beads. Plates were incubated for 24-72 hours at 37°C,
and colonies were counted to determine titers (CFU/ml) corrected for dilution factor (Figure 2 AC).

α-Gal Epitope Assessment
Alpha-Gal content in the donor bone and decellularized scaffold was characterized by
immunohistochemistry and quantified with an inhibition ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay).
a. Immunohistochemistry
Bone specimens were fixed in 10x volume of 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) for 4 days, and then decalcified in 10% EDTA (ethylenediaminetetracetic acid). Bone
required 1 month in EDTA with weekly solution exchange for adequate decalcification, while
scaffold specimens required 3 weeks. Specimens were processed, embedded in paraffin and
sections 4µm thick were taken, dried at room temperature for 24 hours, and then baked at 37°C.
Sections were deparaffinized and underwent enzyme retrieval using Carezyme I Trypsin Kit
(Biocare Medical, Concord, CA) for 15 minutes. No heat or pressure was applied during antigen
retrieval to preserve section morphology and quality.
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Figure 2. Assessment of Bacteria Colony Forming Units (CFU)
Serial dilutions of bone homogenates were plated on Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA) plates. Lower dilutions of homogenates
grew more colonies (top of images A-C) while higher dilutions grew fewer colonies (bottom of images A-C) that could
be counted to calculate CFU/ml after correction for the sample’s fold dilution. High magnification colonies are pictured
in panel D.
A) S. aureus plates grew colonies with uniform morphology; B) E. coli plates grew larger colonies with uniform
morphology; C) P. aeruginosa plates grew colonies with variable morphology. High CFU/ml plates were colored by
bacteria metabolites pyocyanin (blue) and pyoverdine (green).

Endogenous peroxide was blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide. Primary α–gal antibody diluted
1:5 (M86 ALX-801-090, Enzo, Farmingdale, NY) was biotinylated using the DAKO ARK™ Kit
according to manufacture instructions and incubated for 45 minutes. The primary antibody was
detected with Streptavidin HRP+ for 30 minutes. All slides were developed with DAB
chromogen and counterstained with Mayer’s Hematoxylin (DAKO).
b. α-Gal Epitope Measurement by Inhibition ELISA
Methods were adapted from those previously described37,46,47 using an ELISA where primary
antibody inhibition is proportional to the amount of α-Gal present on the tissue. Briefly, 96-well
tissue culture plates (Nunc MaxiSorp, eBioscience) were coated with 5 µg/ml of α-gal
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bicarbonate buffer (Dextra; Reading, United Kingdom) overnight at 4°C, and blocked with 1%
bovine serum albumin (BSA). Bone and scaffold specimens were cryomilled, suspended in 1%
BSA/PBS to a concentration of 200 mg/ml, from which serial dilutions were prepared. M86 antiα-gal antibody (Enzo) diluted 1:25 was incubated with the bone/scaffold suspensions in 1:1
volume. Rabbit red blood cell (Innovative Research, Novi, MI) dilutions were incubated with the
antibody to generate a standard curve. Rabbit RBCs express a known quantity of alpha-Gal
epitopes on their cell membrane to permit a semiquantitative correlation with antibody
inhibition.9,47 Tubes were incubated at 37°C for 18 hours under constant agitation, centrifuged at
14,000g for 5 minutes, supernatants were collected from each tube and added to the α-gal coated
wells. Plates were incubated for 2 hours on a platform rocker and rinsed three times prior to
adding the secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgM conjugated to horse raddish peroxidase
(Enzo, Farmingdale, NY ) diluted 1:1000 in 1% BSA, for 1 hour. Plates were washed and then
developed by addition of HRP substrate o-phenylenediamine (Sigma) for 30 minutes.
Development was halted by addition of 3M sulfuric acid and plates were read on a microplate
reader (Spectra Max340 PC, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at 492 nm. Epitope
concentration was derived from the rabbit RBC standard curve, normalized to tissue volume and
the percentage reduction from donor bone tissue was calculated.

Statistical Analysis
Values are reported as the mean ± standard error and compared with independent
sample t-tests. α=0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Multiple groups
were compared by analysis of variance (one-way-ANOVA) with Tukey correction to
determine statistical significance.
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Results
Specimen Preparation
Peracetic acid concentration in specimens was >500 mg/L after the initial flush with ddH 2O
but decreased significantly with every subsequent water exchange. 0 mg/L were detected after 70
hours of water exchanges before freeze drying samples for later testing (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Peracetic Acid (PAA) Clearance
After PAA/triton X treatment, samples were washed
with repeated cycles of ddH2O until PAA was
undetectable.

In Vitro Cytocompatibility of Bone Scaffold by Direct Contact Assay
In the MTS® assay (Figure 4A), there was no difference in measured absorbance
for cell monolayers exposed to the scaffold (n=6) vs. cells exposed to positive control
(n=10) media (p > 0.99). Cells exposed to latex particles had significantly lower
absorbances compared to scaffold (p=0.0002) and positive control media alone (p <
0.0001), indicating that this negative control responded appropriately by showing
significantly lower metabolic activity in these cells.
Similar results were obtained in the neutral red assay (Figure 4B). There was no
difference in absorbances for cell monolayers exposed to scaffold vs. positive control
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media (p > 0.99). Monolayers exposed to latex (negative control) had lower absorbances
than those exposed to scaffold or media (p < 0.0001) indicative of significantly lower cell
viability.

In Vitro Cytocompatibility by Induction of Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)
Monolayers of human monocytes demonstrated appropriate dose-response
relationship to LPS inflammatory stimulation, indicating cell line competency for the
assay (Figure 5). Significantly greater amounts of TNFα were released from monolayers
exposed to unprocessed donor bone (156.4 ±24.4 pg/ml) compared to monolayers
exposed to the decellularized scaffold (56.1 ±19.7 pg/ml, p=0.01). There was no
difference in TNFα release after exposure to scaffold vs. control media (26.20 ±2.2
pg/ml, p > 0.99). Release of the inflammatory cytokine (TNFα) was signficantly lower
after exposure to scaffold compared to both low dose LPS 1ng/ml (p=0.02) and high dose
LPS 10 ng/ml (p < 0.0001). Monolayers released roughly the same amount of TNFα
when exposed to native bone or low dose LPS (p > 0.99). These results indicate that the
bone scaffold was significantly less inflammatory to the human monocytes after
decellularization of the donor cancellous bone.
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Figure 4. Direct Contact Cytocompatibility Assays
Murine 3T3 cell monolayers were grown in presence of media
(positive control), milled scaffold or latex particles (negative
control)
A) MTS grades cell metabolic activity and proliferation to assess
cell health. Metabolic activity of monolayers grown in control
media was the same as monolayers grown with scaffold.
B) Neutral Red stains living cells to assess viability which was
similar for monolayers grown in control media vs. scaffold.

Figure 5. Inflammatory Cytokine Release from Human Monocytes
Human monocyte cell monolayers were incubated with unprocessed bone, decellularized
scaffold, inflammatory lipopolysaccharide (LPS) positive control media or negative
control media. Release of the inflammatory cytokine Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha (TNFα) was measured by ELISA.
Unprocessed bone stimulated an inflammatory response from monocytes that was
significantly reduced in decellularized scaffolds.
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Viral Pathogen Clearance (Figure 6)
Bone specimens were contaminated with highly concentrated viral inoculums
(1.4-2.8 x 107 PFU/ml) that adsorbed to the specimens with variable efficacy ranging
from <1% (SV5 and Adenovirus) to 68% (Vaccinia Virus). SV5 was the least stable virus
tested, but high viral titers were measured on all contaminated bone specimens. After
treatment with peracetic acid and Triton-X, all viral titers were below the limits of
detection by plaque assay (5 PFU/ml). Vaccinia virus and adenovirus were more stable
than SV5 which was largely cleared after treatment with ddH20. The positive spike titers
showed adequate recovery of virus and that processed samples were not interfering with
viral release and measurement by plaque assay technique.

Figure 6. Viral Pathogen Clearance from Infected Donor Bone
Donor bone was spiked with three separate viruses. Titer of the virus in bone specimens was measured after
each step of the decellularization protocol by plaque assay to assess the clearance of contaminating pathogens.
No viruses were present after treatment with peracetic acid and triton-X (“Post-Acid” time point).
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Bacterial Pathogen Clearance (Figure 7)
Bone specimens were contaminated with supraphysiologic concentrations (1x109
CFU/ml) of 3 separate types of bacteria. Bacteria proved more stable than viruses during
incubation and also adsorbed to bone with higher efficacy (28-100%) than viral
pathogens. Bacterial titers were relatively stable during the decellularization protocol up
until treatment with antibiotics (penicillin/streptomycin) which caused a significant
reduction in S. aureus and E. coli titers. P. aeruginosa was unaffected by this antibiotic
treatment. All bacterial titers were below the threshold of detection after treatment with
peracetic acid/Triton-X. Results showed gram negative species (P. aeruginosa, E. coli) to
be slightly more resistance to the decellularization protocol than gram positive species (S.
aureus). Pseudomonas infection formed film-like strings on many bone specimens,
analogous to the biofilms that form on orthopaedic hardware with deep seated infection
that are exceedingly difficult to clear. After peracetic acid treatment, the biofilms were no
longer visible and titers were undetectable. Positive spike of specimens showed that
bacterial pathogens were still recoverable from decellularized specimens.
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Figure 7. Bacterial Pathogen Clearance from Infected Donor Bone
Donor bone was spiked with three different bacterial strains. Titer of the bacteria in bone specimens was
measured after each step of the decellularization protocol. Treatment with antibiotics significantly reduced
bacterial titers (“Post-DMEM/Abx” time point). No bacteria were detectable after treatment with peracetic acid
and triton-X (“Post-Acid” time point).

α-Gal Epitope Assessment

Immunohistochemistry (Figure 8) on donor cancellous bone sections showed
dense uniform staining for the α-Gal epitope on cells both lining the bony trabeculae and
marrow contents filling the inter-trabecular spaces. Scaffold specimens were largely
devoid of the epitope with almost no staining in these areas. It was noted that in the core
of sections there was small residual staining for α-Gal, indicative of either retained
carbohydrate on decellularized extra-cellular matrix, or perhaps residual cellular material
that was not removed by the decellularization process. Trace staining was seen on
osteocytes within lacunae or the collagen substrate of the donor bone trabeculae.
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Negative control slides without primary antibody confirmed the assay’s specificity to the
α-Gal antigen as no staining was present on bone sections (data not shown).
The α-Gal inhibition ELISA showed primary antibody inhibition when incubated
with higher concentrations of homogenized tissue, resulting in lower absorbance values
while less inhibition occurred when incubated with lower tissue concentrations. The
rabbit red blood cell standard curve (Figure 9A) plotted a linear range of values used for
quantification of α-Gal epitope concentration. Bone and scaffold specimens also had
linear ranges (Figure 9B) but at different tissue concentrations. When normalized to
substrate volume, α-Gal epitope concentration was 71x greater in bone tissue than
scaffold tissue. Decellularization resulted in a 98.5% reduction of α-Gal from donor
cancellous bone. Interpolation of these results from the rabbit RBC standard curve
estimated the α-Gal concentration at 1.09 x 1016 epitopes/ml in bone tissue and 1.54 x
1014 epitopes/ml in scaffold tissue.
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Figure 8. Alpha-Gal Immunohistochemistry
Representative light micrographs of sections
stained with primary antibody directed against
the α-Gal epitope.
Low magnification (1x) micrographs picture
cross sections of the bone cylinder with diffuse
staining that is not seen in the scaffold cylinder.
5x magnification images show some evidence of
staining in frames taken from the center of
scaffold specimens.
Higher magnification images (20-40x) show
dense staining of bone marrow contents and the
cells lining trabeculae which are not seen in
scaffold sections.
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Figure 9. Alpha-Gal Inhibition ELISA
Antibody against the α-Gal epitope was incubated with rabbit red blood cells (RBC), milled porcine bone and
decellularized scaffold. As tissue concentration decreases, less epitope is present to inhibit primary antibody and
measured signal increases.
A) Rabbit RBCs express 2 x 106 epitopes/cell9 and are used to generate a reproducible standard curve. From this
standard, the epitope concentration in other tissues can be derived; B) Bone and scaffold tissue plots had linear ranges at
different tissue concentrations. In comparison to bone tissue, scaffolds contained 98.5% less epitope normalized to
sample volume.

Discussion
Results presented in the current chapter show that our decellularization protocol
derived a bone scaffold from porcine cancellous bone that is aseptic without residual
peracetic acid, cytocompatible to cells in vitro, devoid of viral and bacterial pathogens
and contains significantly lower amounts of the xenogen α-Gal.
Similar to our results with porcine patellar tendon tissue,32 all PAA content was
removed from bone substrate with ddH2O washes, but with fewer washes of the bone
tissue. The increased porosity of cancellous bone relative to tendon may have facilitated
dissolution from the scaffold. PAA is used as a disinfectant and sterilization treatment in
many orthopaedic applications. It does not carry the carcinogenic or mutagenic potential
of ethylene oxide and formaldehyde and typically preserves the biomechanical and
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structural characteristics as well as the osteoinductive potential of treated substrates.11
PAA penetrates substrates quickly to kill pathogens by oxidative damage.40 PAA is a
safer alternative to many chemicals and spontaneously breaks down into acetic acid and
hydrogen peroxide when dissolved in water.36
Previous work has proven PAA’s efficacy in the clearance of viral
pathogens.13,34,39,40 Consistent with these results, we also found PAA to be a reliable
treatment, as all viruses were removed after this treatment stage of our decellularization
protocol. Work by Brosig and Pruss concluded that PAA concentration must reach 0.2%
in cancellous bone specimens to inactivate bacteria and 0.8% to inactivate viruses during
a 4 hour period.39,48 We treated contaminated cancellous bone specimens with peracetic
acid for only 3 hours but at a higher concentration of 1.5% and were able to clear all viral
pathogens. Hepatitis A virus proved highly resistant to PES treatment in a previous
study39 and this was not tested in our study. We did not appreciate notable differences in
viral resistance when comparing the enveloped vs non-enveloped strains tested. In our
previous study, we spiked human Achilles tendons with similar amounts of the same
viruses, but the decellularization protocol was unable to clear all Adenovirus. Perhaps the
more porous structure of cancellous bone permitted deeper infiltration of PAA to
eliminate all contaminating pathogens.
Zoonoses are disease transmitted from animals to humans that are poorly
understood in the context of xenotransplantation.19 While there are viral families of
interest, clinical significance of their infection is unclear.6,48 One viral family of interest
cited in porcine xenotransplantation literature is porcine endogenous retroviruses
(PERV).19 These viruses reside in the pig genome and therefore are not eliminated by
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specified pathogen free (SPF) breeding or designated pathogen free (DPF) breeding
practices.6 Despite the reasonable potential for pathogenesis, there are still no reports of
PERV transmission to humans. They cannot be studied in a non-human primate model
because of different viral receptors, and therefore have unknown significance to human
species.6 A porcine virus known to cause clinically relevant disease in humans is hepatitis
E virus,49 which causes flu like symptoms, weakness, possible liver failure, and high
mortality in the 3rd trimester of pregnancy. Transmission from pigs to humans has
frequently been reported in Japan amongst animal handlers and individuals consuming
undercooked pork products,19,50 but no cases after xenotransplantation have been
reported. Testing viral contamination of bone graft products in a clinically relevant model
is challenging. Viral adsorption to a substrate is a less likely mode of transmission to a
host, but is one of the few controlled models available.51 Bacterial contamination of
musculoskeletal tissues is more accurately studied with the described adsorption model.
Previous investigations have proved peracetic acid-ethanol an effective means to
eliminate bacterial contamination of cancellous bone.11,13 Consistent with this finding,
our results showed that all contaminating bacteria in supraphysiologic concentrations
were removed after treatment with PAA.
The α-Gal epitope was densely distributed in the highly cellular cancellous
porcine bone, consistent with previous findings.27,52 We are unaware of previous studies
attempting to quantify epitope concentration in porcine bone, however Naso et al. 9
estimated concentration in porcine heart valves to be 4.33-7.12 x 1011 per 10 mg tissue
which is slightly lower than our estimate in cancellous bone (1.09 x 1013 epitopes/mg
tissue). Other studies have reported low epitope concentration in porcine meniscus and
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cartilage,53 and quantified this concentration at 2 x 1011 epitopes/mg in meniscus, 1 x 1011
epitopes/mg in articular cartilage, and 1 x 1011 epitopes/mg patellar tendon.31,46 The
epitope concentration we measured was likely higher secondary to the increased cell
density in cancellous bone relative to less cellular tendon and meniscus tissues.27,52
Several studies have quantified epitope reduction after tissue processing. In the
previously cited studies, Stone et al reduced the α-Gal epitope concentration below the
limits of detection by ELISA methodology (109 epitopes/mg tissue) with enzymatic
digestion of porcine meniscus and articular cartilage samples using alpha-galactosidase.46
They confirmed this finding with in vivo transplantion study in non-human primates.
Animals implanted with the digested porcine tissue showed minimal to no increase in
anti-α-Gal antibody titers.46 However, another primate study showed that even with
>99% reduction of epitope content, transplanted hosts still exhibited low levels of
antibody response to α-Gal, which could contribute to chronic rejection.54 This finding
validates the theory that no epitope threshold exists below which grafts are safe from an
immune reaction. The Stone Group published a case series of human anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) reconstructions using porcine bone-patellar tendon-bone grafts.31 To our
knowledge, this is the only clinical orthopaedic study of porcine to human
xenotransplantation published to date. Tendon xenografts digested with alphagalactosidase to remove >99% of the tendon epitope still evoked 2-8x increases in antiαGal IgG two weeks after transplantation into human knees. The authors hypothesized
that this immune response was stimulated by residual α-Gal expressed on marrow cells
contained in the bone plugs of the patellar tendon graft. The marrow cells within the
pores of the graft were likely not accessible to enzymatic degradation. Previous work in
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our laboratory found porcine patellar tendon tissue to contain 4.2 x 1012 epitopes/mg and
66% of this content was removed with our decellularization protocol to produce tendon
scaffolds.32 These scaffolds were implanted in subcutaneous pockets of Old World
primates and anti-αGal antibody titers were measured at multiple time points and
compared to primates implanted with unprocessed tendon tissue. Even with a 66%
reduction of epitope content, anti-α-Gal antibody titers still increased 28x by 2 weeks
post-implantation of the tendon scaffold. Implantation of unprocessed tendon tissue
elicited a 48x increase in anti-αGal antibody. In the current study, we were able to
remove a greater proportion (98.5%) of the epitope from porcine bone using the same
decellularization protocol; however, the clinical significance of this is difficult to
interpret without in vivo data.
There are several limitations to results presented in the current chapter. The
clinical translation of in vitro cytocompatibility data is difficult to assess, but a useful
benchmark to start from. MTS and NR assays were performed on murine cell line
monolayers but TNF-α assays were performed on human monocyte cell monolayers to
better simulate human immune system response to scaffold exposure. Pathogen
adsorption to graft substrate may accurately model bacterial contamination but is unlikely
to accurately model viral transmission in musculoskeletal tissue grafting.51 Viruses reside
and replicate within cell hosts, and many viruses of clinical interest are retroviruses that
integrate into host genome, which we could not simulate with our methods. Additionally,
culturing of graft substrate to detect the presence of bacteria is only 78-92% accurate.4
Cancellous bone plugs 9.5mm diameter were used for all experimentation in the current
chapter which minimized variability but failed to interpret the effects substrate size has
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on the decellularization protocol’s efficacy. It is possible that the protocol may not clear
all pathogens embedded on substrates beyond a certain size because processing reagents
cannot penetrate to the core of samples. Finally, α-Gal epitope calculations are inherently
limited by variable reaction kinetics in the ELISA we ran. Interpolation of epitope
concentration from the standard curve and comparison between substrates assumes
similar reaction kinetics between the primary antibody and α-Gal epitopes exposed on
bone, scaffold and rabbit RBC surfaces. Rabbit RBC dilutions behaved as solutions while
bone and scaffold dilutions behaved as suspensions with variable lipophylic content that
likely distorted the interaction between the antibody and tissue epitope. Interpretation of
the α-Gal content is limited by the lack of in vivo data. No epitope threshold for graft
rejection has been established because even very small amounts of epitope can have great
clinical significance. Additional animal model study will be required to further assess the
clinical safety of bone scaffolds derived from porcine xenografts.

Conclusions
Bone scaffolds derived from the cancellous bone of porcine femurs were
cytocompatible with cell monolayers in vitro, suggesting that the cytotoxic chemicals
used in the decellularization protocol and potentially immunogenic substances present in
donor bone were cleared from specimens. Critical assessment of α-Gal epitope, which is
known to be highly immunogenic, showed that epitope concentration was significantly
reduced in scaffolds after decellularization. Findings from the current study support
xenografts being safe sources of bone graft substitutes.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF THE OSTEOINDUCTIVE POTENTIAL IN A
XENOGRAFT-DERIVED BONE SCAFFOLD
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ABSTRACT

Background
Tissue engineered scaffolds support a host’s capacity to regenerate its own tissue.
A successful bone scaffold should do this by mimicking the properties of the autograft
“gold standard,” and thus be not only osteoconductive, but also osteoinductive.
Demineralized bone matrix (DBM) is one example of such a scaffold and is derived from
human tissue. The supply of DBM from healthy donors of uniform biology is limited and
imparts risk of human disease transmission. Xenograft-derived bone graft products are
attractive alternatives to human sources because of their relatively unlimited supply from
healthy donors of similar biology. We hypothesize that a bone scaffold derived from
porcine cancellous bone with structure similar to DBM possesses osteoinductive
potential.

Methods
Uniform bone scaffolds were generated from the cancellous bone of porcine
femurs using the previously described decellularization and chemical oxidation protocol.
BMP-2 content in the donor bone and decellularized scaffold was quantified by ELISA as
a direct measure of osteoinductivity. More comprehensive assessment of osteoinductive
potential was performed by seeding the pre-osteoblast C2C12 cell line on scaffolds and
measuring cells’ osteogenic differentiation. Outcomes were compared against cells
seeded on a commercially available DBM product. Cell attachment, proliferation,
morphology, alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity and gene expression were measured at
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serial time points to grade the matrix’s potential to induce cell attachment, growth and
osteogenic differentiation.

Results
BMP-2 was undetectable in both bone and scaffold specimens by ELISA assay.
C2C12 cells attached to the bone scaffold and proliferated throughout the 15 day
incubation period (p<0.01). Comparative histology and scanning electron microscopy
showed greater cell density on DBM constructs compared to scaffold constructs. This
was supported by significantly greater DNA content on DBM at each time point
(p<0.05). Alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity increased with time and BMP-2
treatment (positive control), indicative of cell osteogenic differentiation. Cells seeded on
scaffold matrices had significantly greater alk phos activity than DBM cells at day 7 and
15 (p<0.0001) which was supported by immunohistochemical staining. Scanning electron
micrographs showed evidence of extracellular matrix deposition on both scaffold and
DBM constructs by day 7. Gene expression was highly variable, but trends towards
increased expression of osteogenic markers were observed at day 3 and 7 of incubation.
Significantly greater collagen expression was seen on scaffold matrices compared to
DBM on day 3 (p=0.01).

Discussion
Bone scaffolds derived from xenograft sources could potentially serve as viable
bone graft substitutes with osteoinductive potential. Osteogenic differentiation of C2C12
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cells seeded on the bone scaffold matrix was comparable results seen on a commercially
available DBM product currently in routine clinical use.
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Introduction
In the United States, an estimated 5.2 million musculoskeletal surgeries are
performed every year,1 and nearly half of these procedures utilize bone grafts.2
Autografts are taken from the patient’s own body, and have historically been referred to
as the “gold standard” bone graft because they are osteoconductive, osteogenic and
osteoinductive.3-5 Osteoconductivity refers to the structure’s ability to facilitate
colonization and ingrowth of adjacent host bone and is largely determined by the graft’s
3-dimensional structure and more specifically, its porosity.2,6 Osteogenic grafts contain
living bone cells. Osteoinductive grafts recruit host mesenchymal stem cells to the graft
site and promote their differentiation into chondroblasts and osteoblasts.4 The concept of
osteoinduction was introduced by Dr. Marshall Urist in 19657 when he discovered that
decalcified bone cylinders implanted in rodents induced bone formation. Further work
attributed the osteoinductive potential to various growth factors present on the bone
extracellular matrix such as IGF-1, TGF-B, VEGF, with the most potent being the bone
morphogenic proteins (BMPs) in the TGF-β.8-11
Autografts are limited in supply and their harvest typically requires an additional
surgical procedure which imparts significant morbidity to patients. Alternatives to
autograft include allografts, xenografts and bone graft substitutes.3,12 Allografts are taken
from living or deceased human donors, provide an osteoconductive structure with
variable osteoinductive potential but risk disease transmission, and immunologic
rejection in graft recipients.12 Bone graft substitutes are an attractive alternative because
they impart no additional morbidity to patients, are readily available in large quantities
without risk of disease transmission, and depending on their composition, may possess
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osteoinductive potential as well.3,13,14 A bone graft substitute is any “synthetic, inorganic,
or biologically organic combination which can be inserted for the treatment of a bone
defect instead of autogenous or allogenous bone.”6 These substitutes are 3-dimensional
bone “scaffolds” that fill osseous voids and facilitate host regeneration over its
osteoconductive structure.8 Scaffolds constructed from synthetic materials are sterile and
largely non-immunogenic, allowing them to be implanted in hosts with minimal risk of
disease transmission or inflammatory reaction. These scaffolds are engineered to mimic
bone architecture but still cannot match the inherent osteoconductive potential of organic
bone structure, and have no osteoinductive potential.2 Scaffolds derived from bone
however, maintain the native osteoconductive structure of bone, may preserve the
osteoinductive potential offered by autografts and allografts, and avoid their associated
donor site morbidity and risk of disease transmission.
Demineralized bone matrix (DBM) is a commercially available product derived
from allograft bone. It is used in a variety of orthopaedic applications as bone graft
substitute scaffold with both osteoconductive and osteoinductive properties.15 Vendor’s
processing techniques are proprietary but typically involve treatement with hydrochloric
acid to remove the inorganic mineral component of bone. Historically, DBM has broadly
been referred to as “acid extracted bone matrix.”10,15 Demineralization exposes the bone’s
organic matrix to increase the bioavailability of extracellular BMPs, which gives the
structure osteoinductive potential.9,11,16-18 The proposed osteoinductive potential has
proven highly variable in both animal models and in vitro studies likely secondary to the
highly variable BMP concentration in different lots of DBM.10,11,16,17,19-21. With vendors
using different proprietary processing techniques from donors of different age and
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biology, standardization of DBM preparations is challenging and clinical outcomes are
difficult to predict.15 Bone graft substitutes analogous to DBM can also be derived from
alternative sources such as non-human donors, or xenografts. Xenograft sources are an
attractive alternative to allografts because they are available in relatively unlimited
supply from young and healthy donors, have no risk of human disease transmission and
can be produced at lower.22
Using a decellularization and oxidation protocol previously developed in our
laboratory,23-27 we derived a bone scaffold from the cancellous bone found in the distal
metaphysis of porcine (pig) femurs. As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, this scaffold
retained the osteoconductive ultrastructure of source bone and proved cytocompatible to
cell monolayers in vitro. Proteomics data presented in chapter 2 suggested host growth
factors are retained on the scaffold matrix after decellularization but the biologic activity
of these factors was unknown. We hypothesize that the retained growth factors are
biologically active to afford osteoinductive potential similar to the osteoinductive
potential of DBM. In the current study we evaluate the osteoinductive potential of a
decellularized xenograft-derived bone scaffold for comparison against a commercially
available demineralized bone matrix product currently approved for clinical use.
Osteoinductive potential was directly measured by quantification of BMP-2 content, and
indirectly measured by assessing the osteogenic differentiation of cells seeded onto the
scaffold.
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Methods
Specimen preparation
Bone scaffolds were derived from porcine femurs using the decellularization and
oxidation protocol previously described.23,26,27 Briefly, uniform cancellous bone cylinders
were taken from cancellous bone in the distal femoral metaphysis of freshly sacrificed
female pigs, age 3-4 years old and weighing 500-550 lbs. Scaffolds were produced by
treating donor bone with a combination of physical and chemical treatments that included
repeated washes with deionized-distilled sterile water, trypsin, antimicrobials, 1.5%
peracetic acid with 2% Triton X-100, and tissue lyophilization (freeze-drying) before
being stored at -80°C until further use.

BMP-2 Quantification
Donor bone (average weight 567.9 mg, range 495.5 – 697.9 mg) and scaffold
(average weight 255.9 mg, range 89.8 – 377.6 mg) specimens of uniform volume (0.44
ml) were machined from n=6 separate porcine femurs and individually cryomilled in
liquid nitrogen (6870 Freezer/Mill®, Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ). Homogenates
were lysed in mammalian protein extraction reagent (M-PER®, Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL) with protease inhibitors (cOmplete ULTRA Tablets, Roche, Basel,
Switzerland). Samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was collected for analysis.
BMP-2 content was measured with a commercially available ELISA (enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay) according to manufacturer’s instructions (DuoSet human BMP-2
DY355, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN).
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C2C12 Osteogenic Differentiation
Cell Line and Seeded Constructs
The C2C12 cell line was chosen for indirect quantification of the bone scaffold’s
osteoinductive potential. C2C12 (ATCC® CRL1772™, Rockville, MD) is a mouse
myoblast cell line that differentiates into osteoblasts in the presence of BMP-2 and is
commonly used in osteoinduction studies.28-32 Cells were seeded onto the bone scaffold
and harvested at serial time points. For comparison against a similar commercial
standard, cells were also seeded on cancellous demineralized bone matrix
(Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation, Edison, NJ). Cells were also seeded on
Gelfoam® Absorbable Gelatin Sponge (Pfizer, New York, NY) which was assumed to be
inert without osteoinductive potential.

Cell Culture
Cells were passaged in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (HyClone, Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA) supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin and 10% fetal
bovine serum (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in T175 tissue culture flasks (Sigma) at 37°C, 5%
CO2. Cells were never grown beyond 80% confluence to avoid terminal differentiation
and myoblastic depletion. Cells at passage 4 were used for cell seeding experiments.

Construct Preparation & Static Cell Seeding
Bone scaffold cylinders 9.5mm in diameter were removed from storage and
sectioned into 3mm discs (Figure 1C). Cancellous DBM sheets 3mm thick were
sectioned into 8mm x 8mm squares to standardize substrate volumes (Figure 1A).
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Scaffold specimens were sterilized in graded ethanol solutions before being air dried for
4 hours in a laminar flow hood.
Constructs (n=77 per group) were seeded with 1 million cells suspended in 100 μl
cell culture media 50 μl of the suspension was added to the constructs, they were
incubated for 15 minutes and then flipped to add the remaining 50 μl and evenly
distribute cells. Constructs were moved into large Petrie dishes, covered with DMEM +
10% FBS media and returned to the incubator (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Constructs Seeded with C2C12 Cell Line
A) Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM) constructs 8x8x3 mm were seeded with 1 million C2C12 cells and
incubated in either osteogenic or BMP-2 enriched media as a representative commercial product (B); C) Scaffold
discs 3mm thick by 9.5mm diameter x 3mm were also seeded (D);
E) Gelfoam matrices were assumed to be biologically inert and served as a negative control. Gelfoam sponges are
pictured while being seeded with cell suspensions and later incubated in media (F).
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Media Choice and Selected Time Points
Constructs were incubated for 24 hours to allow cells to attach to the matrix.
Constructs (n=11) were taken from each group for analysis while the remaining were
separated for continued incubation in 2 different medias: 1) “Osteogenic Media (OM)”3336

consisting of DMEM with 10 millimolar β-Glycerophosphate (Sigma G9422) and 50

μg/ml ascorbic acid (Sigma A4544) and 2) “BMP-2 Enriched Media”28,29,32,37 consisting
of the osteogenic media supplemented with 100 ng/ml BMP-2 (recombinant human
BMP-2 355-BM-050, R&D Systems). Media was replaced every 3 days. The osteogenic
media provided an environment supportive of osteogenic differentiation while the BMP-2
enriched media served as a positive control to drive cells towards osteoblastic lineage.
Constructs (n=11) were harvested from each group at days 1, 3, 7 and 15 for analysis of
cell proliferation and osteogenic differentiation.

Cell Viability
At each time point, constructs (n=2) from each group (n=6) were removed from
their respective dish, and individually rinsed with warm, sterile PBS. Constructs were
then

transferred

to

chamber

slides

and

incubated

with

the

Live/Dead®

Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Specimens were immediately imaged on a fluorescent confocal microscope
(Zeiss Axiovert 100 M, Oberkochen, Germany). 3d renderings were created by projecting
z-stacks of respective 2D images. Live cells are labeled with the green calcein AM
fluorophore and dead cells are labeled with the red ethidium homodimer-1 fluorophore.
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Cell Proliferation
DNA content was quantified from separate constructs (n=3) in each group to
estimate cell number and proliferation. Samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen,
homogenized with a sterilized tissue press, and lyzed in 1 ml mammalian protein
extraction reagent (M-PER®, ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA). Samples were
centrifuged 15 minutes at 13.2 kRPM and supernatants were collected for analysis. DNA
content was measured with Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kit (Thermo
Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Cell attachment, morphology and surface distribution were characterized with
electron microscopy. Specimens (n=2) were removed from dishes, gently washed with
warmed sterile PBS and fixed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde for 3 hours. Specimens were then
mounted on aluminum stubs (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) with double sided carbon tape and
gold sputter coated at 30 mTorr. Specimens were imaged on a Hitachi S-2600 scanning
electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

Histology
Specimens (n=2) from each group were removed from dishes, fixed in 10%
formalin for 48 hours, decalcified with Immunocal® (Decal Chemical Cort, Tallman, NY)
for 3-5 days, processed and embedded in paraffin. Sections 5µm thick were on a
microtome, mounted and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (Sigma), Masson’s
trichrome (Sigma) or 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) mounting media (ProLong®
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Gold Antifade Mountant, Thermo Scientific). Representative light micrographs were
captured with the Olympus VS-110 Virtual Imaging System (Olympus, Center Valley,
PA) and fluorescent micrographs with a Zeiss Axioplan2 system (Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany).

Alkaline Phosphatase Enzyme Activity
The alkaline phosphatase (ALK) enzyme activity was measured from individual
constructs (n=3) using methods previously described.38-43 Briefly, samples were
harvested and processed as for DNA quantification experiments described above.
Phosphatase enzyme substrate, p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP, Thermo Scientific), was
prepared by dissolving the pNPP tablet in dH2O buffered with diethanolamine (DEA,
Thermo Scientific) and 0.5 mM MgCl2. Dilutions of each sample’s supernatant were
prepared in M-PER. 150 μl of the supernatant dilution was added to 325 μl enzyme
substrate and incubated in a 37°C water bath for 30 minutes. The reaction was halted by
addition of 25 μl 2M NaOH. Each reaction was read in triplicate by loading 150 μl from
each tube into 96 well plates and measuring absorbance at 405 nm on a microplate reader
(Spectra Max 340 PC, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). p-Nitrophenol (MP
Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) standards were prepared in dH2O to generate a standard
curve and derive p-NP produced from each substrate reaction. Cell specific ALP activity
was determined by normalizing enzyme activity to the respective sample’s DNA content
determined by Pico Green assay.38,44,45
Immunohistochemistry was perfomed with an anti-Placental alkaline phosphatase
(abcam ab16695, Cambridge, United Kingdom) primary antibody that reacts with cell
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membrane bound enzyme. Secondary biotin-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (BioGenex,
Freemont, CA) was linked to HRP (horseradish peroxidase) and developed with DAB
(diaminobenzidine) substrate (Vector, Burlingame, CA). Slides were counterstained with
Meyers Hematoxylin.

Protein Content
Protein content of homogenized supernatants was measured with the micro
BCATM Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Gene Expression Analysis
At each time point, samples (n=4) from each group were removed and stored in
RNAlater® Stabilization Solution (Ambion, Foster City, CA) at -80°C. Samples were
later thawed, homogenized with a tissue press and RNA was isolated using TRIzol®
Reagent (Ambion) according to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration of each
sample was quantified with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotomoter (Thermo Scientific).
cDNA was prepared from 1μg total RNA using the RETROscript® Reverse Transcription
Kit (Ambion). Real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed (Applied
Biosystems® 7500 Real-Time PCR System, Foster City, CA) with TaqMan® probes
(Applied Biosystems) for the following genes: collagen type I α1 (COL1A1), runt related
transcription factor 2 (RUNX2), and alkaline phosphatase (ALP1). Target gene
expression was normalized to the house keeping gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Relative gene expression was quantified by the 2-∆∆Ct
methodology originally described by Livak and Schmittgen.46
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Statistical Analysis
Multiple group comparisons were performed with one way ANOVA using α=0.05
to determine statistical significance. For multiple comparisons, Tukey correction was
used.

Results
BMP-2 Quantification
Homogenates from all bone and scaffold specimens were below the limit of
detection in the ELISA assay (23 pg/ml).

Seeded Cell Viability
Live/Dead staining showed cell adherence to the matrix at day 1 with increased
signal at subsequent days suggestive of cell proliferation (Figure 2). Blank (unseeded)
constructs were first imaged to gauge extent of autofluorescence from each of the three
matrices (Gelfoam, DBM, Scaffold). All three matrices had ethidium (red)
autofluorescence with the strongest signal on bone scaffold. 3D z-stacked images from
seeded constructs showed that cells attached circumferentially around the pores with even
surface distribution. Live (green) signal increased by day of incubation with the strongest
signal noted at day 15. Dead (red) signal was strongest at day 1 and likely a result of
early contact inhibition after seeding constructs at such a high cell density. BMP-2
treatment did not appear to affect the distribution or density of seeded cells. At later time
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points, cell density appeared greater on DBM and gelfoam samples in comparison to
scaffold samples.

DNA Content (Figure 3)
At day 1, cells attached to DBM with the greatest efficiency as shown byu
significantly higher DNA content compared to gelfoam (p=0.03) and scaffold (p=0.01)
samples. DNA content of DBM constructs was greater than scaffolds at every time point,
indicative of higher cell density. BMP treatment had no consistent effect on cell
proliferation on any seeded construct. Cells seeded on the scaffold did proliferate over
time, as evident by increasing amounts of DNA at each time point. This increase was
significant when comparing the change from day 1 to 15 (p<0.01) and day 3 to 15
(p=0.01). DNA content on DBM constructs increased at each time point and this increase
was significant at each point except for the interval from day 1 to 3. This data suggests
that the most rapid proliferation occurred on DBM and scaffold constructs between days
7 and 15, while it was between days 3 and 7 on the gelfoam constructs.
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Figure 2. Live/Dead Stained Confocal Microscopy Images
Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM), scaffold and gelfoam matrices were seeded with 1 million C2C12 “pre-osteoblast” cells, incubated to select time
points. At day 1, matrices were switched into osteogenic media enriched with 100 ng/ml BMP-2. Representative micrographs are pictured where the green
fluorophore (calcein AM) stains live cells and the red fluorophore (ethidium) stains dead cells. Constructs had notable autofluorescence with ethidium
staining as shown in the “blank” images. Cell density increased with time on all 3 matrices, consistent with DNA quantification results.
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Figure 3. DNA Content in Seeded Constructs
Constructs were harvested at select time points, and DNA content was measured with the PicoGreen ®
assay. *<0.05, **<0.01, ***<0.001
(a) scaffold vs DBM; (b) scaffold vs GF; (c) DBM vs GF
(d) scaffold OM vs BMP; (e) DBM OM vs BMP; (f) GF OM vs BMP;
(g) DBM day 1 vs 3; (h) scaffold day 1 vs 3; (i) GF day 1 vs 3;
(j) DBM day 3 vs 7; (k) scaffold day 3 vs 7; (l) GF day 3 vs 7
(m) DBM day 7 vs 15; (n) scaffold day 7 vs 15; (o) GF day 7 vs 15
(p) scaffold day 3 vs 15; (q) DBM day 3 vs 15; (r) GF day 3 vs 15

SEM Imaging (Figure 4)
Cells attached to all constructs and were preserved for evaluation. Samples
imaged at day 1 had nonuniform cell distributions with densely seeded areas adjacent to
relatively empty areas on both scaffold and DBM substrates. Structure of gelfoam
constructs was significantly deformed by critical point drying during specimen
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processing and unable to be reliably imaged. At day 3 cell density remained nonuniform
and dead cellular debris was visible in some areas perhaps from contact inhibition. High
magnification images showed cell attachment to the substrates and cells wrapping the
contours of individual pores. Day 3 DBM samples started showing evidence of debris
attached to cell bodies with spindles forming between cells. Day 7 samples had areas of
high cell density where underlying substrate was not visible. By day 15 increasing cell
density precluded imaging of individual cells at lower magnification. Intercellular spaces
were filled by fibrils extending off cells and also by what appeared to be some
extracellular matrix deposition around cells. DBM samples contained more cells
compared to scaffold samples at day 7 and 15. With time, ECM was deposited in uniform
direction. BMP-2 treatment did not appear to change cell morphology, density or
distribution on matrices.

Histology (Figure 5)
DAPI and H&E sections confirmed higher cell density on DBM samples relative
to scaffold samples which was most notable at day 15. BMP-2 treatment did not appear to
affect cell density on either the DBM or the scaffold constructs, which was consistent
with DNA analysis.
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Figure 4. Scanning Electron Microscopy Micrographs
Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM) and scaffold specimens were seeded with C2C12 cells and intubated to select time points. Cell
density increased with time of incubation and deposition of extracellular matrix was evidence by day 7. Cell density at day 15
precluded visualization of the underlying matrix.
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Figure 5. Histology of Seeded Constructs at Day 15
Cell density was greatest in DBM specimens at day 15 relative to scaffold and gelfoam samples, as seen in
both DAPI and H&E sections. Morphology of gelfoam sections was altered during tissue processing and
increased the visualized density of cells on DAPI sections.

Alkaline Phosphatase Activity (Figure 6)
Cell specific alkaline phosphatase activity was greatest on the scaffold matrices.
Scaffold alk phos activity was significantly greater than DBM and Gelfoam constructs at
day 7 and 15 (p<0.0001). BMP-2 treatment increased alk phos activity on all constructs
but this difference was only significant for scaffolds at day 3 (p=0.005), day 7 (p=0.02)
and day 15 (p<0.0001). DBM and GF incubation with BMP-2 did not yield significant
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increases in alk phos activity, perhaps suggestive of an additive effect on the scaffold
matrix. BMP treatment produced the largest fold changes in alk phos activity between
days 3 and 7 on all constructs. Seeding without BMP saw the largest increases in alk phos
activity between days 7 and 15. BMP treatment may accelerate development of alk phos
activity. We assumed gelfoam to be an inert substrate with no osteoinductive potential for
the experiments in this study. This assumption was supported by the negligible increase
in alk phos activity observed for cells seeded on gelfoam.
Alk phos immunohistochemistry (Figure 7) supported findings from the objective
colorimetric assay. Sections showed increased staining at day 15, which was darker in
sections taken from specimens incubated in BMP-2 enriched media. Staining was
concentrated at the periphery of constructs where cell density was greatest. Relative to
scaffold constructs, cell density was greater on DBM, consistent with previous histology
staining. Negative control (unseeded constructs) slides showed no specific staining.

Protein Content (Figure 8)
Seeded scaffolds had greater protein content than seeded gelfoam constructs at
every time point. At day 15, seeded DBM samples had the greatest protein content
relative to both gelfoam and scaffold constructs (p<0.0001). More protein was found on
seeded DBM samples than scaffold samples on day 7 (p=0.001) and day 15 (p<0.001).
BMP-2 treatment had no consistent positive effect on protein content. At day 15,
constructs treated with BMP actually had less total protein than constructs treated with
osteogenic media alone on both the DBM (p=0.02) and scaffold (p=0.002) constructs.
Protein content increased with time in each group, with the exception that it plateaued on
day 7 in gelfoam seeded constructs. Similar to the alk phos results, samples treated with
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BMP-2 saw the greatest interval increases in protein content between days 3 and 7 on
DBM (p=0.001) and scaffold (0.001) constructs. Without BMP-2 the largest increases
occurred later, between days 7 and 15, for scaffold (p=0.003) and DBM (p<0.0001)
constructs.
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Figure 6. Alkaline Phosphatase Enzyme Activity
Enzyme activity was assessed with colorimetric assay and the amount of enzyme substrate produced
was derived from the standard curve. A) Scaffold specimens had significant greater amounts of
enzyme activity. B) BMP-2 treatment appropriately increased alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity.
*Figure legend for p-values and comparisons same as displayed for Figure 3
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Figure 7. Alkaline Phosphatase Immunohistochemistry
Demineralized Bone Matrix (DBM) and Scaffold samples were harvested at selected time points and stained with primary antibody to ALK
which was detected by HRP activity. Comparing day 1 vs 15, significant increases in enzyme staining were seen. BMP-2 treatment appeared to
increase density of staining on both substrates at day 15. Staining appeared darker on scaffold matrices compared to DBM.
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Figure 8. Substrate Protein Content
Protein content increased with time on all substrates. BMP-2 treatment did not significantly increase protein content.
*Figure legend for p-values and comparisons same as displayed for Figure 3

Gene Expression Analysis (Figure 9)
Gene expression was highly variable across seeded substrates. Peak expression of
the genes characteristic of osteogenic differentiation were seen between days 3-7. BMP-2
treatment appropriately increased expression of each gene. BMP treatment dramatically
increased collagen expression on both DBM and scaffold matrices by day 3 and 7, with
continued stimulation on scaffold substrates through day 15. BMP stimulation of alk phos
and Runx2 expression was variable. The largest fold changes in expression after
treatment with BMP were seen on the gelfoam matrix.
In basal osteogenic media, cells seeded on DBM and scaffold matrices typically
saw greater changes in seeded cell’s gene expression compared to cells on gelfoam
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matrices, with the exception of Runx2 which increased a modest amount on gelfoam by
day 15. It cannot be determined from this data if increased gene expression was
stimulated by the gelfoam matrix or the basal osteogenic media. Collagen expression in
scaffold seeded cells was significantly greater than DBM and gelfoam seeded cells at day
3 (p=0.01 and p=0.001, respectively) and day 7 (p=0.10 and p=0.06, respectively) but
returned to near baseline by day 15. Although Alk phos expression appeared greater on
the scaffold matrix relative to the DBM matrix, this difference was not significant
(p=0.40). Runx2 expression was increased in DBM seeded cells at day 7 but this
difference was not signficantly greater than scaffold seeded cells (p=0.31).
Collagen 1, Alk phos and Runx2 expression increased with cell incubation time and
peaked at day 7 on both bone scaffold and DBM matrices, with or without BMP-2
treatment. On gelfoam matrices, BMP treatment increased expression of Alk Phos and
Runx2 by a larger factor than what was seen on DBM and scaffold matrices and was true
out to day 15. This may suggest that gelfoam may serve as a better carrier substrate for
BMP-2 than the osseous matrices (DBM, scaffold).
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Figure 9. Osteogenic Differentiation Gene Expression Analysis
Samples were taken out of osteogenic media or osteogenic media enriched with 100 ng/ml BMP-2. Gene expression in cells seeded on the constructs was
assessed with rtPCR, normalized to the house keeping gene GAPDH, and the fold change in expression was calculated by 2-∆∆Ct methodology.
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Discussion
In the current chapter, the osteoinductive potential of a xenograft-derived bone
scaffold was assessed and compared against commercial DBM product. Volumetric
quantification of scaffold BMP-2 content was below the limit of detection. The C2C12
“pre-osteoblast” cell line was seeded on the matrix for study of osteogenic differentiation.
Seeded cells attached to the scaffold, proliferated and deposited extracellular matrix with
increased expression of alkaline phosphatase osteogenic markers.
Since Marshall Urist’s pioneering work on the osteoinductive potential of
demineralized bone matrix in 1965, DBM and BMP content have been studied for bone
regeneration applications.7 A wide variety of commercialy available DBM products are
now available for clinical use. Each reports different osteoinductive potential that is
believed to be directly dependent on the measured BMP concentration.21,47 BMP-2, 4,
and 7 are the classic osteoinductive BMP types,11 with BMP-2 being the most significant
in clinical applications. BMP-2 concentration in DBM preparations ranges from 250 pg/g
to 21.4 ng/g11,20 for human cortical bone preparations with lower concentrations reported
for cancellous bone preparations (3.7 ng/g).48 Work by Reddi et al.17 showed that BMP
molecular fractions responsible for osteoinductive potential are conserved across
mammalian species, making xenografts a viable source of BMP as well. In the current
body of work, we have derived a cancellous bone scaffold from porcine femoral
metaphyseal bone. Direct quantification of BMP-2 concentration in both the donor bone
and decellularized scaffold was below the limits of detection in conventional ELISA
quantification (23 pg/ml). Previous investigators have quantified BMP in bovine cortical
bone and measured overall BMP yield at 0.190 g per kg of processed bone19 and BMP-7
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concentrations of 5.1-232.9 ng/g depending on the duration and intensity of
demineralization used in the processing.49,50 In contrast to the above cited studies, we
attempted to measure BMP concentration isolation in a smaller amount of fully
mineralized cancellous donor bone (average 567.9 mg). It is reasonable to believe that
BMP is present in our bone specimens but unable to be detected by ELISA. Li et al. 51
reported on BMP concentrations in 200mg specimens of demineralized freeze dried
human bone allografts and were unable to detect the presence of BMP-2 or -4. It has also
been reported that BMP concentration does not consistently correlate with osteoinductive
potential. This is likely secondary to variable BMP bioavailability on the grafts that are
prepared by nonstandardized techniques, as well as ELISA detection not specific to the
bioactivity of BMP present.16,21,50,52 To evaluate osteoinductive potential beyond direct
BMP quantification, indirect assessment of osteoinductive potential using cell seeding
techniques was also used in the current study.
C2C12 cells were seeded onto the scaffold, attached to the matrix and proliferated
during the incubation period. Cell growth phase was observed between days 7 and 15 on
the scaffold. Previous work has shown BMP-2 to be the strongest stimulant to osteogenic
differentiation of this pre-osteoblast myoblast cell line.21,29,30 The original work by
Katagiri et al. showed C2C12 cells transition from a myoblast line to osteoblastic lineage
in the presence of BMP-2 concentrations >100 ng/ml with evidence of this transition
seen by 48 hours in the form of increased alkaline phosphatase activity.30 Han et al.29
later went on to show that BMP-2 concentrations as low as 50 ng/ml could increase
expression of osteogenic markers in the cell line. Non-contact cell co-culture with
demineralized bone matrices can also induce osteogenic differentiation21,29 challenging
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reports claiming c2c12 osteogenic differentiation cannot be induced by substrate alone
and requires incubation with BMP enriched media.33,53 Few studies have assessed
osteogenic differentiation of C2C12 cells grown in 3-dimensional (3d) culture on scaffold
matrices in order to study osteoinduction by biochemical and biophysical cues coming
from the matrix. We found the seeded matrix to strongly affect osteogenic differentiation
measured by alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity. 3d culture on gelfoam substrates
without BMP-2 induced no increase in alk phos activity but culture on the bone scaffold
signficantly increased enzyme activity.
Very few reports have studied osteogenic differentiation of cells seeded onto
xenograft derived bone scaffolds.38,40,44,45,54 Hashimoto et al.44 seeded rat mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) on cancellous bone matrices isolated from porcine ribs and found the
substrate to support cell attachment and proliferation with evidence of osteogenic
differentiation that they attributed to the bone matrix structure alone. Seeded cells
adopted round morphology characteristic of osteoblasts in comparison to control cells
grown on tissue culture dishes. Increased alk phos activity was seen slightly later at day
14 of incubation in their study where as it was evident by day 7 in our study but a
different cell line was seeded on their scaffold. Arca et al.38 reported on a previously
commercially available porcine cancellous bone scaffold (Bone Matrix, Covidien) seeded
with human MSCs. No clinical data for Bone Matrix is published. Seeded human MSCs
in this study did increase expression of osteogenic markers (Runx2, Alk phos) and
increase alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity out to day 21 of incubation. They expected
their processing technique to inactivate BMP’s and ultimately attributed the natural
osteoinductivity of the matrix to surface topography, consistent with findings published
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in cell biomechanical literature discussed in chapter 2.55-58 Marcos-Campos et al.40
derived a bone scaffold from the cancellous bone of bovine wrists and seeded it with
human embryonic stem cells for 3-35 days. Similar to our study, they observed the
greatest cell growth between days 7 and 21 with early gene expression seen for collagen
1 highest on day 3. Interestingly they found strong associations between scaffold density
and seeded cell behavior. Cell proliferation rates were lower on the more dense scaffolds
and cell penetration was deeper on less dense scaffolds. By week 3 the highest cell
densities were found on low and medium density bone scaffolds presumably due to the
favorable combination of pore size and surface area to accommodate cell infiltration,
attachment and nutrient diffusion. Immunohistochemical staining for osteogenic markers
was always greatest at the scaffold periphery, which was consistent with our Alk Phos
IHC imaging that also localized enzyme activity to bone scaffold peripheries. The study
ultimately found that bovine scaffolds of medium density provided the best support to
cell development and bone matrix deposition. Medium density scaffolds were
characterized by the following structural parameters: BV/TV (bone volume/total volume)
ratio 0.2, density 0.434 mg/mm3, pore size 315 μm, porosity 80%, compressive elastic
modulus 45.8 MPa. These parameters are remarkably similar to some of those for our
porcine cancellous bone scaffold presented in chapter 2: BV/TV 0.2, density 0.570
mg/mm3, pore size 474 μm, porosity 80%, compressive elastic modulus 114 MPa.
Several limitations exist in the current chapter. BMP-2 quantification may have
been limited by porcine matrices not being fully demineralized and treated with
collagenase. Some studies show this is required to effectively elute the growth factor into
the soluble phase.10,17,19 This likely decreased our yield and may explain BMP-2 levels
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falling below limits of detection. Demineralization increases the bioavailability of
substrate’s BMP to presumably enhance osteoinductive potential, but previous studies
have also shown no change in osteoinductive potential after demineralization of
xenograft-derived bone scaffolds.40 Cell seeding experiments were limited by the
relatively short 15 day incubation period which could miss potentially critical osteogenic
differentiation taking place at later stages. A murine cell line rather than human MSC line
was used in our experiments, which limits immediate clinical translation of our results
but we felt this was appropriate for initial testing of the substrate. The osteoinductive
potential of the media alone was not assessed in the current study. Dexamethasone was
intentionally left out of the “osteogenic media” to prevent forcing cells towards
osteoblastic lineage44 but the effects of ascorbic acid and β-glycerophosphate alone were
not assessed. Gelfoam sponges were chosen as the negative control substrate assumed to
be biologically inert based on previous literature suggesting collagen alone is not
osteoinductive9 but this assumption has been disputed in other work reporting that
collagen 1 can induce osteoblastic differentiation through α2β1 integrin binding.38 Lastly,
results from the current study cannot differentiate osteoinductive potential specific to
scaffold biophysical versus biochemical properties given that all experiments were run in
direct contact 3D culture.

Conclusion
Bone scaffolds derived from xenograft cancellous bone could potentially serve as
viable bone graft substitutes with both osteoconductive and osteoinductive properties. In
the current study, a porcine-derived scaffold supported cell attachment and proliferation
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with upregulation of markers indicative of osteogenic differentation in a sensitive murine
“pre-osteoblast” cell line. Results were comparable to those with a commercially
available demineralized bone graft product currently in clinical use. Futher study is
necessary to determine the specific source of osteoinductive potential being structural or
biologic and also to determine the osteogenic differentation of human cell lines exposed
to the scaffold.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Bone grafts and bone graft substitutes are used in approximately one-half of all
musculoskeletal surgeries performed in the United States every year and represent an
enormous health care expenditure. Bone grafts are commonly used in fusion procedures,
nonunion treatment and also the complex management of large osseous defects which can
result from high energy trauma, tumor resection, or infection. Autografts, which are taken
from the patient’s own body, represent the “gold standard” bone graft because of their
osteoconductive structure, osteogenic contents and osteoinductive potential with retained
growth factors. Autografts are limited in supply and harvest imparts significant
morbidity. Allografts taken from human donors risk disease transmission and may harbor
infection. As a result, tissue engineered bone graft substitutes and “scaffolds” have
garnered considerable attention in recent years as a viable alternative to avoid the
morbidity associated with autograft bone and the risks associated with allograft bone.
Xenograft (non-human) sources of musculoskeletal tissues are an attractive
alternative because of the relatively unlimited supply from healthy animals. While there
are a number of soft tissue xenografts currently in use for orthopaedic applications, very
limited data is available for osseous. Decellularized bovine-derived bone graft products
have previously been used in the treatment of pediatric foot deformities, clavicle
nonunions, spinal fusions and tibial plateau fracture fixation.1-6 Studies reporting clinical
outcomes with these bovine products were almost universally poor, and as a result, no
bovine bone products are currently available for orthopaedic applications. Bovine grafts
failed to integrate with host bone and remodel over time, ultimately requiring
explantation in a number of patients. While the specific cause of failure in these cases
was never reported, the most likely cause of failure was immune reaction to the alpha-Gal
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epitope retained on the xenograft bone. Alpha-Gal epitope reacts with the natural human
antibody, and has been the primary impediment to clincal translation of xenograft organs
and tissue products.
The presented dissertation described the development of a novel bone scaffold
from the cancellous bone of porcine (pig) femurs using a decellularization and oxidation
protocol previously developed in our laboratory.7 Results presented in chapter 2 detailed
the successful development of the bone scaffold and showed it was efficiently
decellularized as measured by comparative histology and the 98% reduction in DNA
content to indirectly quantify clearance of cellular material. The key osteoconductive
parameters inherent to source cancellous were preserved in the derived scaffold material
but biomechanical properties were distorted by the decellularization protocol resulting in
scaffolds being less stiff than donor bone. Proteomics data showed evidence of donor
growth factors being preserved in scaffolds suggesting possible retention of the source
bone’s osteoinductive potential. In chapter 3, we discussed the biologic safety of the
derived bone scaffold and found it to be biocompatible with cell monolayers in vitro.
Immune assays showed human cells exposed to the scaffold did not mount a significant
inflammatory reaction. Additionally, we found the decellularization and oxidation
protocol could safely remove potential viral and bacterial pathogens present on the donor
bone in supraphysiologic concentrations. Chapter 3 concluded with a detailed analysis of
α-Gal epitope content on source bone and the efficiency of epitope clearance with the
decellularization protocol. Inhibition ELISA results calculated a 98.5% reduction of
epitope content consistent with comparative immunohistochemical staining of the source
bone and decellularized scaffold. In chapter 4, we tested the osteoinductive potential of
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the bone scaffold and while we found no direct evidence of bone morphogenic protein
content, we did find indirect evidence of osteoinductive potential with cells seeded onto
the scaffold showing signs of osteoblastic differentiation. Results obtained from the cells
seeded on our scaffold were comparable to those seeded on a commercially available
demineralized bone graft product currently in clinical use.
The presented body of work suggests that tissue engineered bone scaffolds
derived from porcine cancellous bone could potentially serve as viable bone graft
substitutes and warrant further investigation for future clinical application. This type of
bone graft product would serve as a readily available “off-the-shelf” product in the
operating room in relatively unlimited supply to alleviate the patient morbidity associated
with autograft harvest and risk of human disease transmission associated with allograft
bone. Further study will be required to more accurately assess the clinical safety of this
product intended for human transplantation. Despite our ability to achieve substantial
reduction of α-Gal epitope content, there is no established epitope reduction threshold
that defines clinical safety and avoiding the risk of immune-rejection. Previous literature
citing >99% epitope reduction with antigen-specific enzyme degradation showed that
human recipients of porcine patellar tendon xenografts still mounted antibody responses
to the epitope.8

Future Directions
Before our decellularized bone scaffold can approach clinical translation, further
study in an animal model is required to more accurately assess the scaffold’s
biocompatibility, osteoinductive potential and regenerative potential. Currently we only
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have in vitro cell culture data to support the biologic safety of the bone scaffold and
animal model study will more reliably investigate host response to the scaffold in the
presence of immune system that can activate complement cascades. We have previously
reported on the transplantation of a porcine-derived patellar tendon into the subcutaneous
tissue of Old World non-human primates (NHP),9 following animal studies previously
reported by Stone and Galili.10-13 In this study, tendon scaffolds were transplanted into
the subcutaneous tissue between the scapulae of NHP animals were followed for 13
weeks with serial blood work and explant histology. This model allows study of basic
immune response to the graft in a host that closely resembles human biology, but perhaps
more importantly offers a unique opportunity for study of immune response to the alphaGal epitope. Old World monkeys are the only mammalian specie other than humans that
do not express the alpha-Gal epitope and produce natural anti-α-Gal antibody.14-17 Using
this model, we assessed the longitudinal anti-α-Gal host response by measuring serum
antibody concentrations at multiple time points after transplantation.9 Because
xenotransplantation literature has not established an α-Gal reduction threshold which
ensures safe transplantation without host reaction, measurement of α-Gal epitope
concentration in the graft material does not sufficiently measure clinical safety. Clinical
safety data in an Old World NHP model would afford critical data directly applicable to
human subjects before considering clinical translation study.
Ultimately, the intended application for the bone scaffold is to serve as a bone
graft substitute. The ideal graft substitute should mirror the elements of autograft tissue
and be osteoconductive as well as osteoinductive. Critical size defect animal models
mirror human size defects by identifying the smallest bone void at which host tissue fails
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to completely heal the defect.18 Critical size defects have consistently been modeled in rat
femurs by creating gaps ranging 4-10mm in length.18-21 Grafting this defect and bridging
the construct with internal or external fixation permits the animal to remain full weight
bearing and models host response, bone healing and graft remodeling in an orthotopic
model.18-24 Osteoconductive grafts will promote adjacent host bone ingrowth and
interdigitation with the graft which can be
assessed with basic and advanced imaging
modalities, as well as biomechanical testing of
graft interfaces. Osteoinductive grafts stimulate
the migration and osteogenic differentiation of
neighboring host osteoprogenitor cells that will
deposit bone and facilitate graft remodeling.
Tracking host mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
with cell labeling techniques, gene expression,
tissue

staining

for

proteins

involved

in

osteogenic differentiation and serial imaging are
used to assess cell migration, differentiation,
new bone formation and bony union at
graft/host

interfaces.

We

have

started

developing the orthotopic critical size defect
animal model in our laboratory for testing of our

Figure 1. Critical Defect Animal Model
A) An 8mm defect was created in rat femurs,
grafted with bone scaffold and secured with a
plate and screw construct.
B) Radiographs 4-months post-op showed
acceptable alignment of hardware without
subsidence of the graft material.

bone scaffold using a model adopted from previous reports.21,22 In a pilot study, we
successfully created the 8mm midshaft femoral defect in Sprague-Dawley rats (Figure
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1A), grafted the defect with a block of porcine-derived bone scaffold machined to fill the
void, and secured the construct with a modular fixation device composed from two
stainless steel plates and a polysulfone bridge fixed to either end of the rat femurs with
four gold-plated screws (custom plates designed by Guldberg Lab at Georgia Tech). Rats
tolerated the surgery well, were able to bear weight on the operative extremity the day of
surgery, and no rats showed clinical evidence of infection, graft rejection or hardware
reaction. Radiographs at 4-months post-implantation (Figure 1B) showed the hardware
was well aligned and the graft remained stabilized within the 8mm defect.

Pending favorable in vivo animal model results, future direction would move into
clinical testing under FDA 510(k) premarket notification process. Proving the bone
scaffold is substantially equivalent to predicate devices, cost prohibitive clinical trials for
traditional premarket approval processes would be avoided. 510(k) approval brought
previous xenograft products to market, including Wright Medical’s Cancello-Pure bovine
wedge referenced in the above studies, and more recently for several porcine inorganic
bone mineral products used in periodontal applications (510(k) numbers: K140714,
K162158).
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Podium Presentations
2015 North Carolina Orthopaedic Association Annual Meeting, October 2015, Kiawah, South Carolina
Newman EA, Holst DC, Bracey DN, Russell GB, Lang JE: Incidence of heterotopic ossification
in direct anterior vs posterior approach to total hip arthroplasty: a retrospective radiographic
review
2014 North Carolina Orthopaedic Association Annual Meeting, October 2014, Asheville, North Carolina
Bracey DN, Lang JE: The Effects of Patellofemoral Overstuffing on Knee Flexion and Patellar
Kinematics following Total Knee Arthroplasty: A Cadaveric Study
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24th Annual Orthopaedic Resident Research Day with Dr. Jim Lubowitz, April 2014, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Lively MO, Willey JS, Ornelles DA, Parks GD, Smith TL, Whitlock PW:
A Xenograft-Derived Bone Scaffold to Serve as a Bone Graft Substitute in the Treatment of
Critical Bone Defects: Winner of Resident Research Award
2014 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Annual Meeting, March 2014, New Orleans, Louisiana
Bracey DN, Emory CL, Hamid KS, Pareja RL, Plate JF, Summers EC, Jinnah RH: An
Orthopaedic-Hospitalist Co-Managed Hip Fracture Service Reduces Inpatient Length of Stay:
Paper #144
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher PD, Wiggins WF, Callahan MF, Smith TL, Emory
CL: The Endogenous Peptide Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An
In Vivo Murine Model: Paper #236
2013 Musculoskeletal Tumor Society Annual Meeting, October 2013, San Francisco, California
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher PD, Wiggins WF, Callahan MF, Smith TL, Emory
CL: The Endogenous Peptide Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An
In Vivo Murine Model
2013 International Society for Technology in Arthroplasty Annual Congress, October 2013, Palm Beach,
Florida
Augart MA, Plate JF, Bracey DN, Von Thaer S, Allen J, Sun D, Poehling GG, Jinnah RJ:
Improving Outcomes of Lateral Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty with Robotic-Assisted
Surgery
23rd Annual Orthopaedic Resident Research Day with Dr. David Helfet, April 2013, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher, PE, Smith TS, Smith BP, Callahan MF, Emory CL:
The Endogenous Peptide Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An In
Vivo Murine Model: Winner of Basic Science Award
4th Annual Modern Trends in Joint Replacement, November 2012, Palm Springs, California
Bracey DN, Jinnah RH: Metal-on-Metal Hip Resurfacing
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Bracey DN, Jinnah RH: Robotics in Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty and Total Knee
Arthroplasty
Bracey DN, Jinnah RH: Top Five Missteps of the Past Decade

Posters Presentations
2016 Eastern Orthopaedic Association, October 2016, New Orleans, Lousiana
Brown ML, Plate JF, Holst DH, Bracey DN, Bullock MW, Lang JE: Simultaneous Bilateral THA
using the Direct Anterior Approach
AAOS Biologic Treatments in Orthopaedic Injuries with Constance Chu MD, Jason Koh MD, Jason
Dragoo MD, Robert LaPrade MD, November 2015, Chicago, Illinois
Bracey DN: A Xenograft-Derived Bone Scaffold to Serve as a Bone Graft Substitute in Treatment
of Critical Bone Defects: Young investigator travel award
10th Biennial ISAKOS Congress, June 2015, Lyon, France
Plate JF, Augart MA, Seyler TM, Bracey DN, Hoggard A, Sun D, Akbar M, Jinnah RH, Poehling
GG: Obesity Has No Effect on Outcomes Following Robotic-Assisted Unicompartmental Knee
Arthroplasty
22nd Annual Wake Forest Surgical Sciences Research Day, November 2014, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Newman EN, Bracey DN, Holst DC, Russell G, Lang JE: Incidence Of Heterotopic Ossification
In Direct Anterior Approach Vs Posterior Approach To Total Hip Arthroplasty
2014 American Society for Surgery of the Hand, September 2014, Boston, Massachusetts
Choudhry IK, Bracey DN, Hutchinson ID, Li ZJ: Gap Reduction by Transposition for High Ulnar
Nerve Lesions – Which Method is Best?: Poster #AM E-33
2014 Orthopaedic Research Society Annual Meeting, March 2014, New Orleans, Louisiana
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Lively MO, Willey JS, Smith TL, Whitlock PW: A Xenograft-Derived
Bone Scaffold to Serve as a Bone Graft Substitute in Treatment of Critical Bone Defects: Poster
#661
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher PD, Wiggins WF, Callahan MF, Smith TL, Emory
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CL: The Endogenous Peptide Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An
In Vivo Murine Model: Poster #1981

2014 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Annual Meeting, March 2014, New Orleans, Louisiana
Augart MA, Plate JF, Seyler TM, Akbar M, Bracey DN, VonThaer S, Poephling GG, Jinnah RJ :
Matched Comparison of Lateral and Medial Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty
Plate JF, Seyler TM, Bracey DN, Sun D, Augart MA, Poehling GG, Jinnah RJ: Obesity has no
Effect on Outcomes Following Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty

2013 Charlotte Life Sciences Conference, October 24 2013, Charlotte, North Carolina
Bracey DN, Tallant EA, Gallagher PD, Emory CL: A Commercial Development Strategy for the
Clinical Translation of Angiotensin-(1-7): Winner of Graduate Student Poster Competition
2013 ASTRO (American Society for Radiation Oncology) Annual meeting, September 2013, Atlanta,
Georgia
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher PD, Smith TL, Callahan MF, Emory CL: The
Endogenous Peptide Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An In Vivo
Murine Model: Digital Poster Discussion Session – Winner of Resident Research Award (Biology)
2013 Southern Orthopaedic Association 30 th Annual Meeting, July 2013, Palm Beach, Florida
Bracey DN, Willey JS, Tallant EA, Gallagher PE, Smith TS, Smith BP, Callahan MF, Emory CL:
Angiotensin-(1-7) Prevents Radiation-Induced Muscle Fibrosis: An In Vivo Murine Model: Best
Scientific Poster Award
Bracey DN, Hamid KS, Pareja BL, Emory CL, Jinnah RH: Hospital Length of Stay and Inpatient
Costs with a Co-managed Hip Fracture Service Line
2013 The Nexus of Gene Therapy and Regenerative Medicine Symposium, February 2013, Winston-Salem,
North Carolina
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Willey JS, Smith TL, Whitlock PW: A Novel Xenograft Derived Bone
Scaffold for Improved Treatment of Critical Bone Defects
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2013 Orthopaedic Research Society Annual Meeting, January 2013, San Antonio, Texas
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Shields JS, Leng X, Jinnah RH, Lang JE: A comparison of acetate and
digital templating for hip resurfacing
20th Annual Wake Forest Surgical Sciences Research Day, November 2012, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Willey JS, Smith TL, Whitlock PW: A Novel Xenograft Derived Bone
Scaffold for Improved Treatment of Critical Bone Defects
17th Annual Wake Forest Surgical Sciences Research Day, November 2009, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Shields JS, Jinnah RH, Lang JE: Accuracy of digital vs acetate
templating in metal-on-metal hip resurfacing
Wake Forest Medical Student Research Day, October 2009, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Bracey DN, Seyler TM, Shields JS, Jinnah RH, Lang JE: Accuracy of digital vs acetate
templating in metal-on-metal hip resurfacing

Scientific Exhibits
2015 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Annual Meeting, March 2015, Las Vegas, Nevada
Lopez G, Bracey DN: Cost-effective Arthroscopic Surgery Training and Assessment Tool for
Resident Education: #SE34 Scientific Exhibit Award of Excellence
2014 American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Annual Meeting, March 2014, New Orleans, Louisiana
Lopez G, Martin DF, Wright RW, Bracey DN, Jung J, Hahn P, Schwarzkopf R, Gupta R: CostEffective Training and Assessment Simulators for Orthopaedic Surgical Skills: #SE63 Scientific
Exhibit Award of Excellence

Book Chapters
Seyler TM, Bracey DN, Mannava S, Poehling GG, Whitlock PW: A Tissue-Engineered Approach to
Tendon and Ligament Reconstruction. In: Doral MN, Karlsson J, eds. Sports Injuries. 2nd ed. New
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York, NY: Springer, 2015

Academic Presentations
09/2015

The Little Orthopaedic Club Annual Meeting, Graylyn Conference Center, Winston-Salem, NC
Bracey DN: Engineering A Porcine Xenograft-Derived Bone Scaffold

07/2015

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery Grant Rounds, Wake Forest Baptist Health
Bracey DN, Syed IY: Odontoid Fracture Problem Based Learning

04/2015

Molecular Medicine and Translational Science Program Seminar Series, Wake Forest
University
Bracey DN, Smith TL, Whitlock PW: Engineering a Porcine Xenograft Derived Bone Scaffold:
Interim Results

06/2014

Molecular Medicine and Translational Science Program Seminar Series, Wake Forest
University
Bracey DN, Smith TL, Whitlock PW: Engineering a Xenograft Derived Bone Scaffold

Student Mentorship
05/2013 - 08/2013

Evander Britt, Wake Forest University

05/2014 – 08/2014

Tunc Kiymaz, Wake Forest University

Teaching & Leadership
10/2015-present

Education First Initiative, Wake Forest School of Medicine Orthopaedic Residency
Resident Elected Representative

08/2012-11/2012

Case Centered Learning, Wake Forest School of Medicine
Instructor
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2008-2012

Operation Smile, Wake Forest School of Medicine
President

2008-2012

Delivering Equal Access to Care, Wake Forest School of Medicine
Medical Team Volunteer

2008-2012

Share the Health Fair, Wake Forest School of Medicine
Medical Volunteer

06/2008

Operation Smile Leadership Conference, Norfolk, Virginia
Chapter Representative

2004-2006

Operation Smile, University of Virginia
President

2002-2006

Men’s Squash Team, University of Virginia
Team Captain

2004-2005

Migrant Aid Program, University of Virginia
Mentor
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